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ABSTRACT 
The Chota-Tanasee (40MR.2-40MR62) ceramic analysis incorporates 
all aboriginal ceramics recovered during seven excavation seasons at 
the site. The total ceramic assemblage consists of 154, 444 artifacts. 
Ceramics indicate that the site was utilized sporatically from the 
Early Woodland Period to protohistoric times. Throughout the eighteenth 
century the site was intensively occupied by the historic Overhill 
Cherokee. 
A descriptive classification system is developed which is used to 
define 55 ceramic types and residual categories primarily on the basis 
of temper and surface treatment attributes. Discrete attributes are 
further utilized to describe vessel and rim sherd morphology. 
The distribution of the various ceramic types are examined among 
the different excavation areas and the co-occurrence of historic types 
within .feature assemblages is discussed. The analysis indicates that 
Overhill and Qualla series sherds display distinctly different patterns 
of occurrence in feature assemblages. Fatherland Incised ceramics 
occur most often with the Overhill series and are not highly correlated 
with Qualla types. However, a review of the distribution of ce�amic 
types within the·site indicates a high degree of overall uniformity. 
No area of the site is markedly different in total ceramic content than 
another. This is attributed to the rather brief occupation at the site 
by the Overhill Cherokee and the predominance of Overhill Plain ceramics 
in all areas. 
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Chota and Tanasee (40MR2-40MR.62) are among several historic Over­
hill Cherokee towns investigated by the Tellico Archaeological Project 
between 1967 and 1979. 0 The two sites are situated at 35 33' 18" North . 
Latitude and 84° 07' 57" West Longitude on the first and second terraces 
east of the Little Tennessee River in Monroe County, Tennessee and are 
separated by a small unnamed creek (Figures 1 and 2). They occupy to­
gether approximately 60 to 80 acres. 
Excavations at the sites were conducted in eight major field 
seasons beginning in the 1880s (Thomas 1894) and ending in 1974. Chota 
was especially chosen for intensive investigations among the Overhill 
towns because of its historic importance as the center of Overhill poli­
tical, economic, social and religious life in the eighteenth century. 
Chota offered the advantage of a known occupation of less than one hun­
dred years and appeared to possess a relatively "pure" Overhill ceramic 
component free from earlier Dallas ceramics (Gleeson 1970: 15). 
The Cho·ta-Tanasee ceramic analysis examines all aboriginal ceramics 
recovered during seven excavation seasons at the site. The total ceram­
ic assemblage consists of 154,444 artifacts. Of this number, all are 
portions of ceramic vessels except for 46 aboriginal clay pipes. Most 
of the sample belongs to the historic Cherokee occupation. Of the total 
assemblage the Overhill series comprises 94.8%, the Qualla series 2. 0%, 
Fatherland Incised sherds 0.2%, and mixed tempered varieties 0. 2%. Shell 
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Figure 1. Location Map of Historic Overhill Cherokee Towns. 
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Figure 2. Excavations of Chota-Tanasee. 
(after Schroedl and Russ, 1982) 
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The Woodland period is well represented by 2. 2% limestone tempered, 
0. 1% quartz tempered, and 0. 3% sand tempered wares. 
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The analysis of the Chota-Tanasee ceramic assemblage provides a 
valuable opportunity for the study of an eighteenth century Overhill 
Cherokee ceramic assemblage. Three major areas of analysis are involved 
in the study. The primary objective is the descriptive classification 
and quantification of ceramics into established types and provisional 
categories. This analysis defines the nature and boundries of the 
Chota-Tanasee ceramic assemblage and describes the classification system 
for the site ceramic series. A second major concern of the study is 
the identification and description of Overhill vessel morphology. This 
is completed predominantly through the examination and description of 
rim attributes. The final portion of the analysis, utilizing statisti­
cal techniques, determines relationships between different ceramic 





The position of Chota and Tanasee as major Overhill Cherokee 
settlements in the eighteenth century is well documented. Tanasee 
was first mentioned as a leading Overhi�l town in 172? by Colonel 
George Chicken (Williams 1928:99-104). It was visited by Sir Alexan­
der Cuming in 1730 (Williams 1928:122) and appears on maps of the 
region drawn by John Herbert in 1725 (Lewis and Kneberg 1947) and 
George Hunter in 1730 (Williams 1928). Historic sources, however, do 
not include Chota as an Overhill town at this early date. 
Chota is first documented by James Adair following his visit to 
the Overhill country in the late 1730s (Williams 1930:85, 166). The 
town is described as an "old-beloved, ancient, holy, or white town" 
(Williams 1930:166-167). It was considered a place of refuge where 
no blood could be shed. Chota later appears on Mitchell's map of 1755 
(Lewis and Kneberg 1947) and on Lieutenant Henry Timberlake's map of 
1762 (Williams 1927). Chota was distinguished easily from the earlier 
settled Tanasee by the middle 1740s (Corkran 1942). 
The importance of first Tanasee and later Chota as the principal 
town of the Overhills closely parallels the centralization and increase 
of social, politica�, and religious power among the Little Tennessee 
Cherokees during the middle 1700s (Alden 1944, Corkran 1962, Crane 
1929, Gearing 1974). By the 1730s the English colonies in Virginia 
and South Carolina were conducting extensive economic, political and 
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military dealings with the Overhills. The English first treated with 
the Overhills through ·the representation of the Moytoy of Tellico. His 
leadership ceased at his death in 1741 and Chota gradually surplanted 
Tellico as the capitol of the Overhill towns and remained so until the 
end of the century (Corkran 1942:16). 
Chota residents accepted an important leadership role during the 
Cherokee War of 1759 to 1761 (Corkran 1942, Williams 1927). Following 
the destruction of Fort Loudoun and 15 Cherokee Lower, Middle, Valley, 
and Out towns, Chota and the Overhills sued for peace in 1761 (Corkran. 
1942). Chota and Tanasee emerged from the war undamaged. Chota was 
recognized as a leading influential town among the other Cherokee groups 
and by the. English colonial governments. 
Timberlake's map (Williams 1927) in 1761 shows Chota at its zenith, 
clearly separated from, and dominating Tanasee. The two settlements 
are divided by a small creek. Chota contained 52 houses, a townhouse, 
and 175 warriors, while Tanasee is represented by 9 to 12 houses 
and 21 warriors. 
Chota continued to be the center of Overhill Cherokee society 
during the Revolutionary War. The dispersal of the Lower and Valley 
settlements during_ the war led to the migration of other Cherokee groups 
to the Overhill region and contributed to Chota's importance. It was 
spared the destruction of other Overhill towns by the Americans in 1776 
(Williams 1930:166) but was burned in 1780 (Williams 1944:189). The 
town was rebuilt and in 1784 Brother Martin Schneider reports more than 
30 houses at Chota (Williams 1928:256). He described it as one of the 
largest Indian towns on the river. Following the 1780s the population 
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of the Overhill area and Chota declined rapidly. Tanasee is no longer 
mentioned and Chota contained only five houses when visited in 1799 by 
Moravian missionaries Steiner and Schweinitz (Williams 1928:472). The 
· town ceased to exist in the first decade of the nineteenth century. 
Based on historic records, the most intensive occupation at the two 
sites was during a period of approximately 65 years in the middle eigh­
teenth century. 
Chota-Tanasee: Archaeological Investigations 
Archaeological fieldwork was performed during eight major field 
seasons at Chota and Tanasee. Approximately 220, 000 square feet of 
ground surface were removed in more than 20 excavation areas (Schroedl, 
personal connnunication 1981). The first systematic archaeological 
investigations were conducted by J. W. Ennnert under the supervision of 
Cyrus Thomas in the 1880s (Whitefo�d 1952:207). Chota and Tanasee 
were located and tested in 1884 through reference to Lt. Timberlake's 
1762 map of the Little Tennessee Overhill towns (Thomas 1894:367, 397). 
Excavations at the site were not extensive and were confined to the 
exploration of one mound and a few scattered test pits. The location 
of artifact samples from these excavations remains unknown and little 
information useful to the present ceramic study was obtained through the 
Emmert investigations. 
· Extensive excavations were first initiated at the site in 1939 by 
the University of Tennessee, Department of Anthropology, with funds 
from the Works Progress Administration (Gleeson 1970:50) (Figure 2). 
Material recovered from three main excavation areas totaling about 
20, 000 square feet was analyzed and catalogued by T. M. Lewis and 
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Madeline Kneberg (1939). A total of 5, 706 ceramic artifacts from 
these excavations are included in this study. 
In 1967, an opportunity arose for further work at Chota-Tanasee 
when the University of Tennesse, Department of Anthropology, began a 
program of salvage .archaeology in the proposed confines of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority Tellico Dam Project. Excavations commenced at Chota 
in June of 1969 (Gleeson 1970:50). Research continued under the direc­
tion of J. W. Greene during 1969, 1970, and 1973 at Chota and 1972 at 
Tanasee. A small excavation was supervised by Duane King in the Summer 
of 1971 at Chota. Sixteen separate excavation units containing approxi­
mately 75, 000 square feet were opened during the five field seasons. 
Numerous burials, features, postholes and structures were exposed and 
87, 544 aboriginal ceramics were recovered. 
Extensive excavations were continued at Chota in 1974 by Gerald 
Schroedl in order to obtain more information concerning Cherokee settle­
ment patterning and the distribution of structures and features at the 
site. Approximately 122,500 contiguous square feet were machine 
stripped of plowzone. Additional postholes, features, and structures 
were identified and 61, 148 aboriginal ceramics were obtained for study. 
Excavations at the site were suspended at the close of the 1974 field 
season. 
During the seven excavation seasons, beginning in 1939, 1, 059 
features, 117 burials, 7,564 postmolds, two townhouses, and 36 other 
structures were exposed, excavated and recorded from a combined area 
of approximately 217, 000 square feet (Gerald Schroedl, personal communi­
cation 1981). A total of 154, 444 aboriginal ceramic artifacts were 
recovered and catalogued for study. 
Several problems are inherent in the use of the ceramic data from 
the seven excavation seasons at Chota-Tanasee. Though most of the 
ceramics were recovered from features and only a small sample from 
general cuts, postmolds and surface collections, there were seven dif­
ferent excavation grid coordinate systems utilized. Recovery and 
excavation techniques also differ between the seasons. It is often 
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not clear what methods were utilized to recover artifacts from feature 
fill. The 1974 excavations are the only season in which water screen­
ing was performed on all features. These problems should be understood 




ABORIGINAL CERAMIC DES'CRIPTIVE TYPOLOGY 
Ceramic Classification System and Computer Coding Sequence 
Data for the Chota-Tanasee ceramic analysis is divided into three 
main analytical units. These are the 1939; 1969 and 1970; and 1971 
through 1974 ceramic assemblages. For this study, a ceramic classifi­
cation system was devised to record the individual ceramic attributes 
representing the variability present in the 1971-1974 Chota-Tanasee 
assemblage. The system is compatible with the classification systems 
used in former analyses to describe the 1939, 1969, 1970 samples. 
A computer storage and retrieval system was developed so that the 
large ceramic attribute sample could be quickly and easily recorded, 
stored, and retrieved for frequency distribution studies. This com­
puter system also is designed to incorporate the results of the 
previous analyses. 
The descriptive classification system uses two forms of informa­
tion. The first places ceramics into established types, provisional 
types, or residual categories based on primary attributes of temper 
and surface treatment. The second distinguishes body sherds and 
vessel parts from rim sherds. Seven attribute sets are used to record 
the observations found on an individual artifact. The seven attribute 
sets are gross classification or temper, surface treatment, unit of 
analysis (vessel part), rim form, rim strip, lip surface, and applique 
or decoration (Table 1). Specific attributes are coded for computer 
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Applique or Decoration 
Connnent Number 
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Table 2. The attribute categories are hierarchical. Within each set 
individual attributes are mutually exclusive. The recording of body 
sherds, which are the majority of the sample, requires three attributes. 
Rim sherds require as many as seven attributes. 
The examination, classification, description and computer coding of 
the 1971 through 1974 ceramics constitutes the primary analysis for this 
thesis. Data from the 1939, 1969� and 1970 analyses provides a secondary 
source of ceramic information. Ceramics from these excavation seasons 
were not re-examined. Most of the 1939 sherds were discarded following 
TABLE 2 
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the Lewis and Kneberg analysis. The original analysis notes, however, 
contain sufficient information to be included in the classification and 
interpretation of the total site ceramic assemblage (Lewis and Kneberg 
1939,  n. d. ) . The sherds from the 1969 and 1970 excavation years were 
not re-examined because the analyses are structured very similar to the 
1971  through 1974 analysis (Earnest 1971, King 1970) . The 1939,  1969, 
and 1970  analyses notes were translated into the new classification and 
computer coding system so that the ceramic information could be more 
easily organized and retrieved for study. 
The classification schemes utilized in the analysis of the 1939, 
1969, and 1970 studies sometimes used different classification terms 
and excluded information considered in the 1971_1;prough 1974 analysis. 
In 1939 many of the presently.accepted type names such as Overhill, 
Qualla, and iltiwassee Island were unused. Sherds from that season were 
classified as shell tempered or grit tempered. Furthermore, terms 
describing rim morphology, although accounting for the same basic infor­
mation, differ from subsequent studies at Chota-Tanasee. Terminology 
utilized in the 1969 and 1970 analyses with slight differences is 
equivalent to that used to classify the 1971 through 1974 samples. 
Terms differ predominantly in the definition of rim morphology. Dis­
parity in rim terminology and the problems of translation to the compu­
ter coding system are elaborated in the type description section below. 
The Chota-Tanasee ceramic coding sequence is self explanatory in 
most instances (Table 1) . Colunms 1 through 8 are reserved for infor­
mation concerning site identification and location. Columns 9 through 
25 identify the type and location of individual provenience units within 
the site. Grid coordinates were coded only for features and burials. 
The remaining columns are for coding information pertaining to indi­
vidual artifact types. 
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The minimum number of vessels classification (MNV) (columns 30-33) 
was calculated solely for the 1971 through 1974 assemblages. The MNV 
figures are rough estimates of the number of vessels representing each 
Overhill and Qualla type from a given provenience unit. The gross 
classification or temper attribute category (columns 34-35) refers to 
established type names and tempering materials (Table 2). Classification 
of surface treatment (columns 36-37) is in accordance with previous 
research in the Southeastern United States and each of these attributes 
is described in the type descriptions. In. the category for unit of 
analysis (columns 38-39) most ceramics are classified as either body 
sherds or rim sherds. Rim contour is included at this level of analysis. 
Rim contour and other attributes or rim morphology such as rim.form 
(columns 40-41), rim strip (columns 42-43), and lip surface (columns 
44-45) are defined below in the section on type description, format, 
and terminology. Those ceramics classified as handles, nodes, or podes 
in the unit of analysis category are detached from rim or body sherds and 
form an independent analysis unit. In the section on applique or decora­
tion (columns 46-47) handles, nodes, or podes are coded when attached to 
sherds. The terms effigy, punctated, and notched refer to additional 
decoration of sherds with another predominant surface treatment. Comment 
numbers (columns 76-80) are assigned to define any ceramic variation 
which could not be coded in the other categories. There are few comment 
designations and each was easily retrieved from the other ceramic 
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attribute information. Paste characteristics such as temper particle 
size, frequency· of temper particles, sherd hardness and sherd color 
were not computer coded. These ceramic characteristics were indepen­
dently determined for the type descriptions after insp·ection of samples 
of each ceramic. type. 
Type Description Format and Classification System Terminology 
The classification system defined 55 ceramic types and residual 
categories. Descriptions of these types.and explanation of the descrip­
tive format and terminology are given below: In the type descriptions 
the total sample of rim sherds, body sherds, and appendages are pro­
vided for·each classification. A MNV figure is given for the Overhill 
and Qualla rims from the 1971 through 1974 excavations. Each type 
description includes sections on the method of manufacture, temper 
characteristics, surface treatment, and rim and vessel morphology based 
on available ceramic samples. In the case of the Overhill, Qualla, 
Connestee, and some limestone tempered types, selected portions of the 
descriptions are deleted when they correspond to those previously de­
scribed for types from the same series. This is indicated where appro­
priate in the type descriptions. 
Type Designations 
Ceramics are assigned to type groupings primarily on the basis 
of temper and surface treatment attributes. Established Southeastern 
ceramic type names are utilized whenever identification is possible. 
Often ceramics could not be positively assigned to an established type. 
In these instances provisional types were created based on surface 
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treatment and temper attributes. Residual categories were utilized to 
classify all ceramics of particular temper types too badly weathered or 
fragmented to allow determination of surface finish. 
Sample 
A total count of the body and rim sherds recovered from the site 
is included under each type designation. A minimum number of vessels 
calculation is also given for each Overhill and Qualla series type. 
Rim curvature, rim thickness, surface finish and decoration, estimated 
orifice diameter, and lip surfaces are among the rim sherd character­
istics used to determine which rim sherds may have belonged .to the 
same vessel. In most instances rim sherds from the same vessel are 
readily apparent but if sherds are similar in the above traits they 
are counted as one vessel, therefore lowering the estimated MNV. It 
should be emphasized that this calculation is only an approximation of 
the number of Overhill and Qualla vessels represented in the 197 1 
through 1974 assemblages. 
Method. of Manufacture 
Examination of the ceramic assemblage indicates that, with few 
exceptions, vessels were constructed through the addition of succ·essive 
coils to an initial circular clay base. Additional scraping, smoothing, 
and beating of the vessel surface with a plain or design bearing carved 
wooden paddle completed vessel body manufacture. Ceramic forms or 
vessel parts such as pipes, handles, nodes, podes, and rims were modeled. 
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Paste 
Paste is defined in terms of varying attributes of temper, hardness, 
and color. Temper is described according to parent material, particle 
size, and particle surface characteristics. Hardness is defined according 
to Moh's hardness scale. Ceramic color is expressed in broad color 
categories similar to the terminology utilized in Munsell. Soil ·color 
charts. 
Surface Finish 
Interior and exterior surface finishes are described for each 
ceramic type. Incised, stamped, or impressed decorations are specified 
when recognizable and represent an established type motif. 
Form 
Vessel form is considered in terms of rim and total vessel 
morphology. Morphological terminology is presented below. 
Rim. Rims are defined as the terminal portion of the vessel wall 
at the vessel orifice. The rim classification system is designed in 
particular to account for the variability displayed in the Overhill 
and Qualla series sherds. · Rims f�om the other ceramic types at the 
site are also well defined by the same classification system. Rim sherds 
are classified according to their rim form, rim contour, lip surface, and 
rim strip attributes. 
Rim Form. Rim form refers to the morphology and elaboration of the 
rim area. Rim form classifications are determined by the mode of 
thickening of the vessel wall at the rim. Five basic rim forms are 
distinguishable and are represented predominantly in the Overhill and 
Qualla series. These forms·are the plain rim, notched extended lip, 
notched unextended lip, unnotched · extended lip, and rolled rim. They 
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are used to define rim form for the 1969 through 1974 ceramic assem­
blages. Terms for rim form were not noted for the 1939 material analyzed 
by Lewis and Kneberg (1939). Additional rims were found. to have other 
forms of lip thickening not readily recognizable as established types. 
These are enumerated when appropriate in the individual ceramic type 
descriptions. Plain rims are rims which show no alterations o� thicken­
ing of the vessel wall. Rolled rims were formed by turning the terminal 
coil of·the vessel.wall out and downward in a rolling motion. The re­
sulting rim is rounded in profile and often shows spirals of laminated 
shell in cross section. Notched extended and notched unextended lips are 
both characterized by a series of fingernail or tooled impressions along 
the exterior margin of the rim or lip surfaces. The main difference 
between the two forms is the exterior thickening of the final coil in 
�he notched extended lip form. These rims usually have flattened rather 
than rounded lip surfaces. Unnotched extended lips are of the same 
general morphology as notched extended lips but lack notching. 
Rim Contour. Rim contour classification is based on two types of in-
formation. The most important distinguishing factor is the actual direc­
tion of the rim when aligned with the vertical plane of the vessel. 
A secondary consideration is the direction of the rim with respect to .the 
neck or vessel wall directly below the rim. The four rim contour classi­
fications utilized in the analysis of the 1971 through 1974 assemblages 
are everted, inverted, direct, and undetermined. For the 1969 and 1970 
ceramic analyses the terms indet�rminate, excurvate, incurvate, and 
others were utilized. These terms are generally equivalent to those 
used in the later classification. In the 1939 analysis, Lewis and 
Kneberg used the terms incurved� inclined, excurved, flared, direct, 
undetermined, and vertical to describe rim contour. 
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Everted rims are directed outward both with respect to the vessel 
wall or neck iDDI1ediately below the rim and to the vertical plane of the 
·vessel. This term is believed· to directly correspond with. the excurvate 
classification of the 1969 and 1970 analyses. It also appears to be 
equivalent to the terms flared and excurved used in the 1939 analysis • 
. Rims with'a direct contour are.a continuation of the vessel wall 
to the rim without alterations of contour or line of direction. The 
actual direction of the rim with respect .to the vertical plane of most 
Overhill.and Qualla vessels with direct rims is everted. However, some 
direct rims assume a vertical or near vertical orientation at· the lip. 
On smaller sherds orientation is difficult to interpret. The term 
direct was not utilized in the 1969 and 1970 analyses. It is assumed 
that the rims conforming to· the definition of direct contour were classed 
as incurvate, indeterminate, or other. Translation of the 1939 analysis 
notes indicated several direct rims. 
Inverted rims are directed inward with respect to the vertical 
plane of the vessel and in relation to the vessel wall directly below 
the rim. In Overhill and Qualla vessels the inward turn of the inverted 
rim·is often delineated by a sharp angle. Incurvate as used in the 
1969 and 1970 analyses does not correspond exactly with inverted as used 
in the 1971 through 1974 analysis. A small number of rims previously 
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classed as incurvate would be termed direct in the later typology. A 
similar problem exists with the 1939 material where the terms incurved 
and inclined are employed. 
Undetermined rims from the 1971 through 1974 analysis are too 
fragmented or lack sufficient curve to establish contour classification. 
The term indeterminate utilized in the. 1969 and 1970 analyses corresponds 
to undetermined as used in this study. Rims of undetermined contour 
were not identified in the 1939 analysis. 
Lip Surface. The lip surface·is the area where the rim terminates 
at the vessel orifice. Lips are classified as having either flattened, 
rounded, or sharp angular surfaces. These terms are used in the 1969 
through 1974 analysis. No lip surface data was recorded for the 1939 
material. 
Rim Strip. The presence or absence and morphology of a modeled 
rim strip are also used as attribu.tes in the classification of Overhill 
· and Qualla series rim types. In most instances the final clay coil was 
added to the exterior surface of the rim, pinched down and out to form 
the rim strip, and smoothed along its upper edge to form the lip of 
the rim. Some rim strips were formed below the final coil as in the 
case of double rim st'rips and rim strips at the shoulder of vessels. In 
these instances the ri-m strips were also _manufactured from one coil 
applied to the outside of the vessel wall. The addition of a rim strip 
at the vessel shoulder may have strengthened that portion of the vessel. 
Overhill and Qualla rim strips usually were notched by· either a finger­
nail or sharp instrument. Rarely were rim strips left unnotched or 
punctated along the outer edge with a reed or stylus. Ri1n strips are 
classified as notched, unnotched, or punctated. Rim strips detached 
from the rim are defined as residual rim strips. 
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Total Vessel Morphology. An attempt was made to identify general 
vessel forms for the various ceramic type designations. Few whole or 
partially whole vessels were recovered from the site. Almost all of 
these are from the Overhill or Qualla series. Most of the type descrip­
tions contain little or no information on total vessel morphology 
because of the fragmentary nature of the majority of the ceramic assem­
blage. Vessel reconstructions and ideas about morphology are derived 
predominantly from the analysis of rim sherds. Vessel morphology is 
expressed in general terms such as jar, open and shouldered bowls, and 
pan. Measurements and;anges of size variation are included in the 
type descriptions when possible. 
Appendages. Nodes, podes, and lug, strap and loop handles are 
represented in the assemblage . The majority of these are from the 
Overhill series. Included. in the description of these appendages is 
the method of attachment, type of  sherd and position of attachment, 
and possible appendage decoration. 
Effigy Applique. Very few instances of effigy applique occur in 
the assemblage. These are described at the close of the appropriate 
type descriptions. 
Type Descriptions: Miscellaneous 
Aboriginal Clay Pipe Fragments 
Sample. Forty-six aboriginal clay pipe fragments were recovered 
from the site (Figure 3) • .  Eleven of these fragments are 
coarse shell tempered, 28 are fine sand tempered, and 6 do not display 
any measurable amount of tempering • . The majority of the pipe fragments 
are from the pipe bowl and rim area. All are crudely modeled from a 
single piece of clay. Two sand tempered bowl fragments bear the bi­
sected chevron incised pattern and one pipe bowl is modeled into an 
animal effigy (Figure 3). The pipe fragments are considered to be 
associated with the historic Cherokee occupation at the site. 
Type Descriptions: Shell Tempered 
Plain 
Sample. The sample contains 752 rim sherds and 4,616 body sherds 
(Figure 3) (Table 3). Almost all of the Shell Tempered Plain ceramics 
are from the 1939 excavations. The remaining 16 sherds are from the 
1969 and 1970 analyses. They comprise 3. 4% of the total ceramic 
assemblage. The cultural affiliation of these sherds remains undeter­
mined in the translated analyses notes (Earnest 1970; King 1969; Lewis 
and Kneberg .1939) . Most of of the 1939 Shell Tempered Plain ceramics are 
considered Overhill Plain although a Mississippian period wall trench 
structure in the 1939 excavations indiaates that Mississippian varieties 
are included in this classification (Lewis and Kneberg 1939) . 
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Figure 3. Selected Decorated and Modified Shell Tempered Sherds; 
Aboriginal Clay Pipes; and Shell Tempered Appendages. 
(A) . Overhill Plain body sherd with stylus punctations . (B) Overhill 
Plain everted ·plain rim with reed punctations; rounded lip surface. 
(C) Overhill Plain inverted rim with reed punctations and notched rim 
strip;· .lip is missing. {D) Shell Tempered Plain disc. (E) Shell Tempered 
Plain body sherd with drilled hole. · (F) Clay pipe bowl fragment with 
incised bisected chevron motif. (G-H) Shell Tempered Plain pipe frag­
ments. (I) Shell Tempered Plain zoomorphic effigy pipe bowl. {J) Shell 
Tempered Plain pipe bowl. {K-L) Shell Tempered Plain pipe stem frag­
ments. {M) Overhill Plain notched strap handle. (N-0) Mississippian . 
Shell Tempered Plain loop handles. (P) Overhill Plain direct rim with 
double node applique; flattened lip surface. (Q) Overhill Plain everted 
rim with notched lug . applique; flattened 'lip surface. (R) Overhill 
Plain body sherd with strap handle . (S) Overhill Plain everted plain rim 
sherd with notched rim strip and strap handle; flattened lip surface. 
(T) Overhill Plain everted rim with notched rim strip on strap handle; 
rounded lip surface . 
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Surface Finish. The predominant surface finish is smoothed plain . 
Five rim sherds and 15 body sherds from the 1939 Shell Tempered Plain 
sample were classified as having a notched decoration . · Notched is 
undefined . in the analysis notes. One 1939 Shell Tempered Plain body 









Shell Tempered Plain Rim Sherd .Morphology 
40MR2: 1939 
Rim Contour 
Incurvate Execurvate Vertical Direct Undetermined 
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Form . Excurvate and vertical rims are most conman in the 1939 
Shell Tempered Plain ceramic assemblage. They comprise 29% and 19% of 
the rim sample, respectively. Ri111s of undetermined contour represent 
an additional 38%.  Notched rim strips are present on 80% of the rims. 
Total vessel morphology is similar to that des·cribed below for Over-­
hill Plain. 
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A total of 19 Shell Tempered Plain appendages are reported from 
.the 1939 excavations. There are six strap handles. One of these is 
attached to a rim · sherd and five are detached. Four lugs, two of which 
are notched, were recovered. The remaining appendages are two nodes 
on rim sherds and seven detached loop handles. The loop handles are 
from a Mississippian occupation (Figure 3). 
One rim and two body sherds from the 1939 excavation season are 
defined as having an effigy applique. The exact nature of these 
decorations is unspecified in the analysis notes (Lewis and Kneberg 
1939). Three Shell Tempered Plain discs are also identified from the 
site (Figure 3). One plain body sherd is perforated with a hole 
drilled after firing. 
Overhill Plain (King 1970: 61-64) 
Sample. The sample contains 13, 288 rim sherds , 119, 224 body sherds, 
and 6091 MNV (Figures 4-12) (Tables 4 and 5). The 1969 through 1974 
excavations yielded 132 , 512 Overhill Plain· body and rim sherds. Over­
hill Plain sherds proved to be the most numerous ceramic type from 
every excavation unit in these years both at 40MR2 and 40MR62. They 
.constitute 85. 7% of the total ceramic assemblage. 
Method of Manufacture. Vessels were manufactured by the addition 
of successive coils to an initial modeled circular clay base. Indi­
vidual coils are not readily detectable in the finished vessel but it 
is apparent from the direction of laminated shell temper that each new 
coil on the lower vessel wall was welded to the inner surface of the 
preceding coil and then pinched outward. In the case of open bowl forms 
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Figure 4. Overhill Plain Rim Forms. 
(A) Everted plain rim; flattened lip surface. (B) Direct plain rim; 
rounded lip surface. (C) Everted rolled rim; rounded lip surface. 
(D) Everted rolled rim; flattened lip surface. (E) Direct rolled rim; 
rounded lip surface. (F) Everted notched extended lip; flattened lip 
surface. (G) Undetermined notched extended lip; flattened lip surface. 
(H) Everted notched extended lip; flattened lip surface. (I) Direct 
plain rim; rounded lip surface. (J) Direct unnotched extended lip; · 
flattened lip surface. (K) Undetermined unnotched extended lip; flattened 
lip surface. (L) Inverted plain rim with notched rim strip; rounded lip 
surface. (M) Direct plain rim with notched rim strip; flattened lip 
surface. (N-0) Everted plain rim with notched rim strip; flattened lip 
surface. (P) Everted plain rim with unnotched rim strip; flattened lip 
surface. (Q) Everted plain rim with notched rim strip; flattened lip 
surface. (R) Everted plain rim with double unnotched rim strip; 
flattened lip surface. (S) Everted plain rim with double notched rim 
strip; flattened lip surface. 
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Figure 5 .  Reconstructed Overhill Plain Jar. 
Jar with everted plain rim and notched rim -strip ; no base, 
flattened lip surface. 
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Figure 6. Partial Overhill Plain Jar. 
Jar with everted plain rim and notched rim strip; no 
base; flattened lip surface. 
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Figure 7 .  Overhill Plain Bowls . 
, (A) Shouldered bowl with everted plain rim and notched rim s trip ; rounded 
base ; flattened lip surface . (B) Should�red bowl with everted plain rim and notched 
rim strip ; rounded base ; flattened lip surface . (C) Shouldered bowl wi th inverted 
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Figure 8. Partial Overhill Plain Bowls. 
B 
(A) Open bowl with direct plain rim and notched rim strip; rounded base; 
rounded lip surface. (b) Shouldered bowl with inverted plain rim and notched 





Figure 9 .  Reconst ructed Overhill Plain Bowls . 
C 
(A) Open bowl with direct plain rim;  rounded base ; flattened lip surface . 
(B) Open bowl with direct plain rim;  reconstructed base ; flattened · lip surface . 
(C) Open bowl with direct plain rim;  rounded base ; flattened lip surface . 
w 
°' 
t • t • t c m  
Figure 10. Reconstructed Overhill Plain Bowl. 
Open bowl with direct unnotched extended lip; flattened base ; 
flattened lip surface. 
3 7  
""" 
A 
Figure 11. Overhill Plain Pans. 
B C 
� 
(A) Everted plain rim sherd from shallow wide mouthed pan ; flattened base ; 
flattened lip surface. (B} Shallow wide mout hed pan with direct rim . and unnotched 
rim strip ;  flattened base ; flattened lip surface. (C) Direct plain rim sherd 





Figure 12. Overhill Plain Pan. 
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Rim Form Rim Strip8 Lip Surfaceb 
R ' A " 111V 
Plain Rim N 18 88 - 90 165 
u 1 1 - - 2 
p - 4 - - 2 
w 6 25 - 8 28 
Notched N - - - - -
Extended u 
Lip p 
w - l - - 1 
Notched Un- N - - - - -
extended u 
Lip p 
w - 5 - - 2 
Unnotched N - - - - -
Extended u - - - - -
Lip p - - - - -
w 5 2 - - 5 
R 
TABLE 5 
Overhll l Plain Ri11 Sherd Morphology 
40MR2-40HR61 : 1971-1974 
R im Contour 
Everted Direct 
Lip Surface Lip Surface ' A K NNV R F A " 
424 2 . 4 20 1 8  474  3 . 4 29 40 298 1 4 1  
· 3  19  - 2 14 l . 39 - 1 
- 2 - - 1 1 1 - -
143  375  1 19  31 2 92 54 3 - 5 
- 2 - - 2 - 1 - -
2 3  26 - - 25 - 8 - -
l 2 - - 3 - 1 - -
1 5  1 0  - - 1 6  7 1 2  1 -
3 10 - - 14  - 2 - -- 1 - - 1 "." - - -
- - - - - - - - -
3 16 - - 10 6 1 3  - -
Undeter•ined 
Lip Surface 
tllV R F A " 
311 140 562 7 3 
1 0  6 10  2 -
2 - 1 - -
386 261 797 1 1 
1 l 3 - -
8 14 11 - -
l 1 - - -
L4 8 5 - -
2 1 3 - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
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TABl.f: 5 (Cont i nued) 
Rim Contour 
Inverted Evetted Direct Undeteratned 
Ria For• Ria St rfp8 Lie Surface b Lil? Surface Li2 Surface Lil? Surface 
I ' A H ttfV R ,. A H HRV R . F  A H MNY R F A H HNY 
Other -- N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - 2 
Th ickened u 
Exterior RJm P 
w - 3 - l 3 6 - - - 4 - 5 - - 3 7 4 - - 8 
Other -- N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
Th ic kened u 
Interior Rlm P 
w - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 
Rolled Rlm N - - - - - 8 1 - - 5 2 - - - 1 5 - - - 2 
u 
p 
w ) )  - - - 2 98 1 - - 4 6  24 1 - - 14 1 07 4 - 1 5 7  
Residual N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J. , 2 38 277  
Rlm Strip  u - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 2 
p 
w 
TOTAL 4 3  1 29 - 98 210 727  2 , 88R 1 9  4 9 5  3 , 88 3  1 7 3  924 2 4 7  7 55 522 1 , 4 10 10 1 , 24 7 1 , 2 )9 
8N = No tched Rim S t rlpi  LI = llnnotched R lm S t r i p ;  P = runctated Rian S l r i p ;  W • W1 thout Rim Strip .  
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this manner of coil addition · continued to the rim. However, on shoul­
dered vessels such as j ar forms the direction of coil application was 
often reversed at the point where the vessel wall turns inward. Addi­
tional coils were applied to the exterior of the preceding coil and 
pinched inward. This procedure was continu�d up the vessel neck to 
the rim. The final coil on many vessels was applied to the outside of 
the rim and pinched downward to form the characteristic Overhill rim 
strip. 
Paste. Sherds are tempered with varying amounts of coarse crushed 
shell. Shell particles range in size from a predominant 1-2 1Illl1 to 5 mm 
in diameter and make up from 15-25% of the paste. Fine sand is often 
included in the paste but never comprises an appreciable proportion of 
the temper. The hardness is 2. 5 to 3 . 0 and varies according to weather­
ing and the amount of shell temper lost due to leaching. Color is 
extremely variable. Mottled sherds are very connnon due to differential 
firing. Colors frequently encountered are black, dark brown, yellowish 
brown, reddish brown, gray and tan. 
S urface Finish. The characteristic exterior surface finish is 
roughly smoothed and often indicates scraping. Irregular shallow 
striations are coilllllon. Interior surfaces are smoother but also show 
the results of scraping. Striations on both surfaces are usually 
aligned horizontal to the vessel wall. Eight Overhill Plain body sherds 
and 22 rim sherds exhibit reed or stylus punctations. Three of the 
1969 and 1970 rim and body sherds are classified as having a notched 
decoration. The definition of notched is not given in the analyses 
notes (Earnest 1970; King 1969 ) . 
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Form. The most frequently occurring Overhill Plain rim form is 
the plain rim (Figure 4, page 30) (Tables 4 and 5, pages 40-43). Plain 
rims comprise 90% of the 1969-1970 rim sample and 79% of those re­
covered in the 1971-1974 excavations. The second most numerous form 
is the rolled rim which constitutes approximately 3% of the entire 
Overhill Plain rim assemblage. Notched extended and notched unextended 
lips each represent less than 1% of the whole and occur in nearly equal 
numb�rs. Unnotched extended lips are the least common of the five 
recognized Overhill forms from the site. 
The 1969-1970 and . 1971-1974 analyses indicate somewhat different 
frequencies and distributions of the Overhill Plain contour types. 
The maj or disparitie·s between the two analyses are due to the use of 
different descriptive terminologies. The largest s�mple of Overhill 
Plain rim sherds from 1969-1970 has an excurvate contour. They com­
prise 65% of the rims recovered. Of the remaining assemblage, rims 
with incurvate, excurvate, and other contours constitute 19%, 15%, and 
less than 1% respectively. Of the 1971-1974 material, 47% of the Over­
hill Plain rims have an everted contour, 37% an undetermined contour, 
13% a direct contour, and 3% an inverted contour. 
Lip surface information was recorded for the Overhill rim sherds 
recovered in the 1969 through 1974 excavation seasons. No lip surface 
data was reported for the 1939 material. Flattened surfaces are 
found on 41% of the 1969-1970 and 61% of the 1971-1974 lips. Rounded 
lips comprise an additional 41% of the 1969-1970 sample and 17% of the 
1971-1974 material. Except for a few sherds with angled lip surfaces, 
the remaining rims are missing lips. The lip surface attt;;l.bute has 
limited value in determining differences in Overhill rim types . Lips 
are roughly formed and in many instances a single vessel or rim sherd 
has both rounded and flattened lip surfaces. 
The majority of Overhill Plain rims from every excavation unit 
have rim strips which have been notched by either a fingernail or 
sharp instrument. Notched rim strips occur on 70% of the 1969-1970 
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and 67% of the 1971-1974 rims. A little more than 1% of the rim strips 
from each of these analyses are unnotched. A few rim sherds exhibit 
double rim strips or rim strips which have been punctated with a cane 
reed or stylus. 
Common Overhill Plain vessel types are jars, open and shouldered 
bowls, and pans. From the examination of rim forms, jars are · the 
�ost numerous vessel form (Figures 5 and 6, pages 32 and 33). They 
are approximately 10-50 cm in height and have an orifice diameter of 
approximately 10-40 cm. Vessel wall thickness varies from the base to· 
the rim and may be 15 mm wide at the base and 2-6 mm at the rim. Bases 
are almost always rounded but flattened bases do occur. Bowl forms 
comprise the majority of the remaining vessels recovered. Bowls are 
either open, shoulde_red with inverted rims, or shouldered with an 
everted rim (Figures 7-10 � pages 34-37). Vessel height is approximately 
5-20 cm and orifice diameters are from 5-40 cm. Sherd thickness varies 
from 4-13 mm, with bases usually thicker than the mid-vessel wall or 
rim. Bases are usually rounded but occasionally are flat. Shallow 
wide mouthed pans are another Overhill Plain vessel form. They either 
have flat bottoms with sharply sloping sides or rounded bottoms which 
curve to the rim (Figures 11 and 12, pages 38 and 39). Vessel heights 
range from 4-9 cm and vessel orifices measure approximately 30-50 cm 
in diameter. · sherd thickness is greatest at the base where it may 
reach 15 nnn. Vessel walls average 8-10 mm thick. 
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A total of 133 shell tempered appendages were recovered in the 
1969. through 1974 excavations. Most are considered to belong to the 
Overhill series. There are 60 strap handles. Of these, 16 are attached 
to rim or body sherds. The remaining . 44 are detached. One strap handle 
has a notched rim strip and two are notched along the edges (Figure 3, 
page 27) .  The lug handle sample is 47. Thirty-seven lug handles occur 
on rim or body sherds. The remaining 10 are detached. Eleven of the 
47 lug handles are notched. The loop handle sample numbers 11. Seven 
of these are from the 1969 investigations and four from the 1970 work. 
Five of the loop handles are attached to rim and body sherds and six are 
independent units. One loop handle ' is notched. Fifteen nodes were 
recovered. Fourteen are attached to rim or body sherds and one is 
unattached. 
Two Overhill Plain rim sherds and six body sherds from the 1970 
excava�ion seasons have an effigy applique. The exact nature of this 
decoration is not explained in the original analysis notes (Earnest 
1970) . 
Overhill Check Stamped (Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 105-106) 
Sample . The sample contains 23 rim sherds, 807 body sherds and 
8 MNV (Figure 13) (Tables 6 and 7 ) . Overhill Check Stamped sherds are 
the second most numerous Overhill ceramic type and constitute .52% of 
the total assemblage. One shell tempered check stamped rim and 21 shell 
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Figure 13. Selected Decorated Overhill Series Body and Rim Sherds � 
(A-C, E, G) Overhill Check Stamped body sherds. (D) Historic Cord 
marked body sherd. (F) Overhill Check Stamped direct rim, flattened 
lip surface; stylus punctations below the lip. (H) Overhill Simple 
Stamped body sherd. (I) Overhill Simple Stamped everted rim with a 
notched extended lip; flattened lip surface. (J-0) Overhill Rectilinear 
Complicated Stamped body sherds. (P) Overhill · Curvilinear Complicated 
Stamped everted rolled rim; rounded lip surface. (Q) Overhill Curvi­
linear Complicated Stamped body sherd. 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 
Rim C.ontour 
Excurvate Other 
-..l!!e _s_u_r_f a_c_,e _____ _ Lie Surftse 
R ! A 
1 
2 
N a r A II 
Indetenainate 
l-!t SudfC! 
a p A N 
Total Sberda 
5 
1 1  
1 7  
------ ----------- ---------··------ --------
Ul 
N 
TABLF. 6 (Continued) 
Ceramtc Tyre Rim Contour 
-------
lncurva te Excurvate Other 
Rina Form Rim St rip8 Lip Surface Ii Lip Surface Lip Surface 
• l. A II • r • • ! r • N 
Chevron Incised 
Plain N - - - J 2 - - 1 - - - -
u 
p 
w 1 - - 2 1 - - - - - - -
Total l - - 5 J - - 1 - - - -
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u - - - l - - - - - - - -
p 
w 2 2 - 3 l 10 - - - - - -




Total 2 2 - 12  1 l2 - 1 - - - -
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TABLE 7 
Overhlll Decorated Rim Sherd Morphology 
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TABLE 7 ( Continued) 
Ceramic Type Rim Contour 
-
Inverted · Everted Direct 
RilW Form Rlm S t rip8 Up Surface 6 Lip Surface Ltp Surface 




Plain Rim N - - - - - - - - - - - l -
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'CAJE.E 7 ( Continued) 
Ceramic Type Rim Contour 
----·--
Inverted Everted 
Ri m Form Rim S trtp8 Lip Surface 6 Lip Sudace 
a r A M 111V R ' A II 111¥ I 
Rec t i l i near 
Comp l ica ted 
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TABLE 7 (Cont inued) 
Cerami c Type Rim Contour 
-
Inverted Everted nlrect 
Rim Form Rim Strip
8 Lip Surface 6 Lip Surface Lip Surface 
• r A M "" a F A " NNV .. .F A 
Chevron Incised 
Plain Rim N - 3 - - l - - - - - - ) -
u 
p 
w - - - - - - l - - l - 4 -
Total - ] - - l - 1 - - l - 5 -
------ -
Undetermined Incised 
Plain Rina N - l - 4 ] - - - 2 1 - 1 -
u 
p - - - - - l - - - l - - -
w - 1 - 2 2 - 2 - - 2 - 4 -
Notched Unextended N 
Lip u 
p 
w · - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -
Total - 2 - 6 5 1 2 - 2 4 - 6 -
Undetermined 
Lip Surface 
It HNV • ' A 
- 1 - - -
- 3 - l -
- 4 - . 1 -
l 2 - - -
- - - - -
- 3 l 2 -
- 1 - - -




































Rim Form Rim St ripa Lip Surface b l,ip Surf ace 
I ' l i1 liiv R F A k 111v 
Hatched Triangle 
Incised 
Plain Rim N - - - 19 1 4  - 5 - I 4 
u - - - - - - - - - -
p - - - - - - - - - -
w - 5 - 6 8 3 8 - - 1 2  
Unnotched N - - - - - - - - - -
Extended Lip u 
p 
w 









k F A H RNv I 
- 5 - 1 5 -
- - - - - -
l - - - 1 -
2 24 - - 18  2 
- 2 - - l -
- - - - - -
J 31 - 1 25  2 
Undetermined 
Lip Sur face 
F A H HNV 
1 - 2 2 - - - -
- - - -
4 - - 5 
- - - -
- - - -
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TABI.E 7 (Con t inued) 
Cerainlc  Type Rim Contour 
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8N .. Not ched Rim Strip ; lJ .., Unnotched Rim S t r i p ;  P -=  Punc t a ted Rim S t rip ; W = W l t hout R lm S t r i p .  
b R  = Rounded Lip Surface ;  F = Flat tened Lip Sur face ; A = Angled Lip Surface ; H .. Hiss ing L i p  Sur face . 











tempered check stamped body sherds from the 1939 excavations are 
included in this· category. The method of manufacture, temper, hardness, 
sherd thickness, and color are the same as those of Overhill Plain 
ceramics. 
Surface Finish. Exterior surface treatment consists of a series 
of stamped square, rectangular, or diamond shaped impressions in a 
grid pattern. The size of the individual checks is variable but ranges 
from 2-6 mm on a side. Overstamping is connnon. Available sherds indi­
cate that the entire external vessel surface was stamped � Interior 
surfaces are finished similarly to Overhill Plain vessels. They are 
roughly smoothed and often show the effects of scraping. Two check 
stamped rim sherds are punctated with a stylus below the lip. 
Form. The majority of the rim sherds are everted or excurvate. 
Inverted, incurvate, and direct rims were found in lesser numbers. 
There · is one incurvate plain rim from the 1939 excavations. Rim 
morphology from the remaining seasons is shown in Tables 6 and 7 ,  pages 
50-59) • Rim morpholo·gy indicates shouldered or open bowl and jar forms 
with everted or direct rim contours. 
Overhill Simple Stamped (King 1970:54) 
Sample. The sample consists of 3 rim sherds, 126 body sherds and 
1 MNV (Figure 13, page 48) (Tables 6 and 7, pages 50-59). Overhill 
Simple Stamped sherds represent .1% of the assemblage and are the least 
numerous of the Overhill stamped varieties. The temper, method of 
manufacture , thickness, color � and h�rdness of the sherds are character­
istic of Overhill Plain ceramics . 
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Surface Finish. Partial vessels indicate that the stamping pattern 
was applied roughly vertical to the exterior vessel wall. On some 
vessels stamping continues to the rim , but on other examples only the 
vessel body is stamped , leaving the rim and neck undecorated. Grooves 
measure 2-4 mm across , while lands are slightly narrower at 1-2 nnn. 
Impressions are roughly parallel but overlapping and smearing occurs. 
Interior surfaces are irregularly smoothed. 
Forms. The Overhill Simple Stamped rim sherds are everted or 
excurvate . One has a notched extended lip (Figure 13 , page 48). 
One partial vessel is a flat bottomed bowl with an everted flaring 
plain rim. 
Overhill Complicated Stamped (Lewis and Kneberg 1946:105) 
Sample. The sample consists of 38 rim sherds , 604 body sherds and 
9 MNV (Figure 13 , page 48) (Tables 6 and 7 ,  pages 50-59). Overhill 
Complicated Stamped sherds represent . 4% of the ceramic assemblage 
and are the third largest numbered Overhill type. Included in this 
category are 10 shell tempered complicated stamped body sherds from the 
1939 excavations. The temper , method of manufacture ,  color , thickness , 
and hardness of the sherds are the same as for Overhill Plain ceramics. 
Surface Finish. Surface treatment motif is either rectilinear , 
curvilinear , or undetermined for the 1939 and 1971-1974 analyses. The 
1969 and 1970 analyses notes do not specify motif so all of the Over­
hill Complicated Stamped sherds from those seasons are listed as un­
determined in motif (Earnest 197 0 ;  King 1969) . The 242 rectilinear 
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complicated stamped sherds contain such design elements as· ·concentric 
diamonds, concentric triangles, and zig-zag lines. Sherds are rarely 
large enough to identify a complete motif. Grooves . are 2-5 mm wide, 
while lands average 2-3 mm across. The 73 curvilinear complicated 
stamped sherds are decorated with concentric circles and wavy line 
motifs. Groove and land diameter are the same as in rectilinear compli­
cated stamped. Overstamping is cormnon in both varieties and the surface 
treatment is often smeared. Frequently_ the stamping continues to the 
rim. The 327 �ndetermined �mplicated Stamped sherds are from the 1969 
and 1970 excavations or are so badly smeared, overstamped, or too small 
to be accurately determined as rectilinear or curvilinear in motif. 
- ....:  One partial vessel with an everted plain rim is decorated with a row of 
stylus punctations on the neck above a zone of rectilinear complicated 
stamping. Overhill Complicated Stamped vessels have roughly smoothed 
interiors. 
Form . Rim sherds are predominately everted, excurvate, or direct 
in contour. Two incurvate rims were recovered. Plain rims with or 
without notched rim strips are most common, but rolled rims · are also 
prevalent. There are three notched extended lips. Rim morphology 
indicates shouldered or open bowl and jar forms with everted or direct 
rim contours. 
Overhill Residual Stamped 
Sample. The sample consists of 3 rim sherds, 50 body sherds and 
1 MNV (Tables 6 and 7, pages 50-59 ) .  Overhill Residual Stamped is used 
to classify all stamped sherds with the general temper, hardness, 
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thickness, and color of the Overhill series which are so bad�y weathered 
9r fragmentary that their stamping motif is indeterminable . Most of 
these sherds are small and decorated with a .few parallel lands and 
grooves. They represent" less than . 1% of the ceramics. 
Form. The three rim sherds are excurvate, direct, and undetermined 
in contour . No rim strips are present . Total ·vessel morphology is 
not determined. 
Overhill Incised (King 1970:55) 
Sample. The sample consists of 210 rim sherds, 252 body sherds and 
96 MNV (Figure 14) (Tables 6 and 7, pages 50-59) . Overhill Incised 
ceramics comprise . 3% of the ceramic assemblage . The temper, method 
of manufacture, thickness, color, and hardness of the sherds are charac­
teristic of Overhill Plain . Twenty-three shell tempered incised sherds 
from the 1939 analysis are included in this count. Rim - morphology of 
the 1939 sample is given in Table 8. 
Surface Finish. Incising is fine lined and was usually applied with 
a pointed or less often, blunt ended tool . Design motifs are complete 
and incomplete hatchured triangles, chevrons, bisected chevrons, and 
cross-hatched triangles . Many fragmentary sherds with incised parallel 
\ines are placed in the undetermined motif incised category. The 1939 
analysis classified four rim sherds and four body sherds as having a 
meander motif. One body sherd from that season was classified as combed 
and one body sherd as engraved. Neither motif was explained in the 
analysis notes of Lewis and Kneberg (1939). The majority of the Overhill 
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Figure 14. Selected Decorated Overhill Series Body and Rim Sherds, 
Mississippian Body Sherds. 
(A) Overhill Incised everted plain rim with notched rim strip; 
flattened lip surface; chevron motif. (B) Overhill Incised inverted 
plain rim with a notched rim strip; missing lip surface; chevron motif. 
(C) Overhill Incised inverted plain rim with a notched rim strip; 
flattened lip surface; bisected chevron motif. (D) Overhill Incised 
direct rim with unnotched extended lip and notched rim strip; flattened 
lip surface; incomplete hatchured triangle motif. (E) Overhill Incised 
inverted plain rim; rounded lip surface; variation of hatchured triangle 
motif with stylus punctations beneath the lip. (F) Overhill Incised 
everted plain rim with notched rim strip; flattened lip surface; cross� 
hatched motif. (G) Overhill Incised direct plain rim with reed punctated 
rim strip! flattened lip surface; complete hatchured triangle motif. 
(H) Overhill Incised inverted rim with unnotched extended lip and 
notched rim strip; flattened lip surface; complete hatchured triangle 
motif. (I-J) Shell Tempered Mississippian Cord Marked body sherds. 
(K) Hiwassee Island Red Filmed body sherd. (L-N) Shell Tempered 
Mississippian Fabric Impressed body sherds . (0-P) Overhill Cob Marked 






















Shell Tempered Incised Rim 
Sherd Morphology 
from 40MR.2: 1939 
Rim Contour 
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Incurvate Excurvate Vertical Direct Undetermined Total 
Plain Rim 4 1 
Rim Strip 
No Rim 3 1 4 
Strip 
- _..;;: 
Residual 3 3 
Rim Strip 
Total 4 4 1 3 12 
Incised sherds have the hatchured triangle motif. Incising is predomi­
nately confined to the rim, neck, and shoulder areas of vessels. One 
excurvate plain rim from the 1969 excavations has notching below a 
hatchured triangle motif, and one body sherd from the 1970 excavations 
has the incised undetermined motif and is punctated. Interior vessel 
surfaces are roughly smoothed and indicate scraping. 
Form . Inverted and incurvate rims are most common on Overhill 
Incised vessels. Everted or excurvate rims and direct rims are also 
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Incised sherds have the hatchured triangle motif . Incising is predomi­
nately confined to the rim, neck, and shoulder areas of vessels . One 
excurvate plain rim from the 1969 excavations has notching below a 
hatchured triangle motif, and one body sherd from the 1970 excavations 
has the incised undetermined motif and is punctated. Interior vessel 
surfaces are roughly smoothed and indicate scraping . 
Form. Inverted and incurvate rims are most common on Overhill 
Incised vessels . Everted or excurvate rims and direct rims are also 
common . Most rims come from small bowls . Closed or shouldered bowls 
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are most frequent. One detached strap handle with an incised hatchured 
triangle motif was recovered in the 1974  excavations. 
Overhill Cob Marked (Polhemus 1968) 
Sample·. The sample contains 11 rim sherds, 193 body sherds and 
2 MNV (Figure 14) (Table 7, pages 54-59) . Overhill Cob Marked ceramics 
are the least numerous of the Overhi.11 types found at th_e site. They 
have the same general temper, method of manufacture, thickness, color, 
and hardness as Overhill Plain. 
Surface Finish. Sherds in this classification display an irregular 
roughened exterior surface finish. Roughening is in the form of 
irregular rows of striations formed by rolling a corncob across the · 
wet clay .surface. Rim sherds indicate that the rows of striations are 
usually oriented roughly vertical to the vessel wall. · Tr.e rows of 
striations are usually indistinct and the corncob was probably passed 
over the same vessel surface more than once . Interior vessel surfaces 
are roughly smoothed. 
Form. All of the Overhill Cob Marked rim sherds are everted with 
plain rims. Ten of the rims have a notched rim strip and one has an 
unnotched rim strip. Vessel morphology is either small j ars or bowls 
with everted rims. 
European Fabric Impressed (King 1970 : 56) 
Sample. One European Fabric Impressed body sherd was recovered in 
· the 1969 excavations. It is of historic origin and associated with 
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the Cherokee occupation at the site. The temper, method of manufacture , 
thickness, color, and hardness of the sherd is similar to Overhill Plain. 
Surface Finish. The exterior surface finish displays close knit 
fabric impressions . King (1970: 56) suggests that this pattern wa_s 
formed by pressing a cloth of European origin against the wet clay 
surface. The· interior vessel surface is roughly smoothed. 
Fabric Impressed 
Sample. One rim sherd and 16 body sherds were recovered (Figure 
14). Nine Shell Tempered Fabric Impressed body sherds from Feature 
235 in Area C ·of the 1970 excavations are described by King (1970: 22) 
as having the same general paste characteristics as the "'Overhill series. 
The remaining shell tempered fabric impressed sherds do : not have Over­
hill series characteristics and are likely .associated with Mississippian 
period occupations. 
Surface Finish. The exterior surfaces of most of the sherds 
exhibit a simple twined, coarse open weave. Cord impressions are 
approximately 1 mm wide. Two sherds display a more closely woven simple 
plaited pattern. All sherds have roughly smoothed interior surfaces. 
Form. The shell tempered fabric impressed rim sherd is undetermined 
in contour. No total vessel morphology can be determined. 
Historic Cord Marked 
Sample. The . sample includes two rim sherds and seven body sherds 
(Figure 14). Very few sherds of this shell tempered variety were 
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recovered. They have the same general temper, method of manufacture, 
thickness, color, and hardness of the Overhill series. The ceramics 
are therefore considered historic in origin and belong to the · cherokee 
occupation at the site. 
Surface Finish. Sherds in this classification display a series of 
irregular cord impressions on the exterior vessel surfaces. Cord 
thickness is approximately 1 nnn. Cord impressions are sloppily executed 
and often have been .smeared over. Interior vessel surfac�s are roughly 
smoothed. 
Form. Both rim sherds are from the same vessel which has an 
excurvate plain rim and notched rim strip. They are probably derived 
from a small jar form. 
Cord Marked 
Sample . The sample consists of 2 rim sherds and 243 body sherds 
(Figure 14, page 64). Sixteen cord marked body sherds from the 1974 
excavations do not have Overhill series characteristics and are con­
sidered to be from Mississippian period occupations. Two rim sherds 
and 227 body sherds from the 1939 excavations were not available for 
examination and were defined by Lewis and Kneberg (1939) as shell 
tempered cord marked. Because of the Mississippian wall trench structure 
uncovered in those excavations, most of the cord marked sherds from 
1939 are probably Mississippian in affiliation. 
Paste. Sherds are tempered with small amounts of laminated finely 
crushed shell. Shell particles range from 1-2 nnn in size. Sherd 
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hardness is approximately 2. 5 but varies depending on the amount of 
shell temper lost to leaching. Most of the sherds are badly leached. 
The sherds are a tan or buff color. 
Surface Finish. The majority of the sherds . are badly weathered 
but exhibit a series of fine roughly parallel twisted cord impressions 
on their exterior surfaces. Impressions measure 1 nnn or less across and 
often overlap. Interior · surfaces are smoothed but weathered. 
Form. One rim sherd from the 1939 excavations has an inverted 
contour and notched rim strip. It may belong to the historic Cherokee 
occupation. The other rim sherd from the 1939 excavations was defined 
as a vertical rim. Body sherd thickness · ranges from 3-6 nun. No total 
vessel morphology can be determined. 
Plaited Cane Impressed (King 1970:56) 
Sample. The sample contains 30 body sherds (Figure 14, page 64). 
Ceramics in this category have the same general temper, method of 
manufacture, thickness, color, and hardness as the Overhill series and 
are considered to be historic. 
Surface . Finish. The exterior surface finish o'f these sherds 
displays a woven split cane matting impression � The weaving pattern 
alternates two to four canes over, then under. Cane width is 3-5 mm. 
Cane impressions are often smeared and hard to distinguish. Interior 
vessel surfaces are roughly smoothed. 
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Form. No rim sherds were recovered . Most of the sherds are from 
flat bottomed pans. 
Hiwassee Island Red Filmed (Lewis and Kneberg 1946:103-104) 
Sample. The sample contains two rim sherds and· two body sherds 
(Figure 14, page 64). Very few Hiwassee Island component ceramics were 
recognized at the site. Because the type name was not in use in 1939, 
any Hiwassee Island sherds from that season were not identified. The 
four Hiwassee Island Red· Filmed sherds came from the 1969, 1970, and 
1974 excavations . Available sherds indicate coil construction. 
Paste. Sherds are tempered with small amounts of very fine crushed 
shell. Shell particles are less than 1 mm in size. Sherd hardness 
ranges from 2. 5 to 3. 0. Interior vessel surfaces and sherd cores are 
buff or tan in color. Sherd surfaces from vessel exteriors are covered 
with a red iron . oxide paint. 
Surface Finish. Both interior and exterior sherd surfaces are very 
well smoothed. Painted exterior sherd surfaces are weathered. 
Form. Both rim sherds are from the 1970 excavations. One is· a 
plain rim with indeterminate contour. The other plain rim has a flaring 
ri111. Total vessel morphology can not be determined. 
Residual 
Sample. The sample contains 19 rim sherds and 6, 357 body sherds. 
Shell Tempered Residual is used as a classification for all shell 
tempered sherds from the 1969 through 1974 excavation seasons which 
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are so badly weathered or fragmented that no definite surface treatment 
could be reco·gnized. They comprise 4. 1% of the ceramic assemblage. 
Nearly . all of the sherds in this category have the same general temper , 
hardness, thickness, and color of the Overhill series. The maj ority of 
the rim sherds in this class are undetermined in contour. 
Plain 
Type Descriptions : Quartz Tempered 
Sample. The sample consists of 4 rim sherds and _ 55 body sherds. 
Forty-six sherds from the 1939 analysis of Lewis and Kneberg (1939) 
were classified as Grit Tempered Plain. Many of these sherds may be 
from the historic occupation of the site but their cultural affilia­
tion remains unknown because the Qualla series was undefined at the 
time of the 1939  analysis. The three rim sherds from the 1939 season 
have everted or vertical contours. The remaining rim sherd and 12 
body sherds are from the 1969 and 1970  excavations. They are defined 
as Grit Tempered Plain of possible Woodland period derivation in the 
1969 and 1970 analyses notes (Earnest 1970 ;  King 1969 ) .  The one rim 
sherd has a plain incurvate rim. 
Qualla Plain (Egloff 1967 : 40) 
Sample. The sample contains 184 rim sherds, 955 body sherds and 
57 MNV (Figure 15) (Tables 9 and 10 ) .  Sherds in the 
Qualla Plain classification were recovered from the 1969 through 1974  
excavations. Qualla Plain was undefined at the time of the 1939 Lewis 
Figure 15. Selected Qualla Series Body and Rim Sherds. 
(A) Qualla Plain undetermined rolled rim; rounded lip surface. 
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(B) Qualla Plain direct palin rim; flattened lip surface. (C) Qualla 
Plain undetermined plain rim; rounded lip surface. (D) Qualla Plain 
ever.t_ed plain rim; rounded lip surf ace. (E) Quall a Plain everted plain 
rim with a notched rim strip; rounded lip surface. (F) Qualla Plain 
everted rim with a notched extended lip; rounded lip surface. 
(G) Qualla Incised inverted plain rim :with a notched rim strip; 
rounded lip surface; variation of hatchured triangle motif. (H) Qualla 
Corn Cob Impressed · everted rim with a notched ex�ended lip; flattened 
lip surface. 
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Rim Forni Rim Strip8 Ri• Surface6 
-.--, A H 
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Total 10 6 - l 
TABLE 9 
Qua U a  Rt m Sherd Morphology 
40HR2 : 1 969-1970 
Rim Contour 
Excurvate Other 
�---.i"ia""surface Ria Surface 
-I- ' A -� • , A 
24 15  - l l - -
4 - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
12  10 - l - - -
- l - - - - -
- - - - - - -
40 26 - 2 l - -
I ndetermi nate 
Ria Surface 
H • r 4 
- l - -
- - - -
- - - -
- 4 - -
- - - -
- - - -



















TABLE 9 (Conti nued) 
Ce ramic Type Rim Contou r 
-·---
l ncurvate Excurva te Ot her Indete1·•inate 
Rim Form Ri m 5 t dp8 Ria Sur face& Ria Sur face Ria Sur face Rt• Surface 
• ' A N • , A II a F • " • •  ' • II 
_!:heck S ta111ped 




Notched Extended N 
Lip u 
p 
w - - - - - 5 - - - - - - - - - -
Ro l led Rim N 
u 
p 
w - - - - ) ) - - - - - - - - - -
Total - - - - 4 8 - - - - - - - - - -
-
Complicated S tamped 
Plain N - - - - 1 5  1 - 1 - 1 - - - - - -
u - - - - 9 - - - - - - - - - - -
p 
w - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -
To tal - - - - 24 8 - 1 - 1 - - - - - -
8N = Not ched Rim St rip ; U .. Unnotched Rim S t rJ p ;  P .. Punr tated R h• S t r t r ;  W = Wi thout Rim S t rl r .  













Ce ramie Type 
--
lhverted 
R lm Fona Rim S tr1p
8 
Lie Surface 
I r A N 111\f I F 
� 
Plain N - 7 - 2 1 3 5 
u - - - - - - -
p - - - - - - 2 
w - - - - - 12 4 
Notched N 
Ext ended Lip u . 
p 
w - - - - - - l 
Ro l led Rim N 
u 
p 
w - - - - - 1 -




Total - 7 - 2 1 16 1 2  
TABl,E 10 
Qua lla Ri• Sherd Horphology 
40HR2-40HR62 : 1971-1 974 
Rh, Contour 
1::verted Direct 
Lil? Surface Lil? Sur face 
A N 111\f • , A Ii 
- 1 8 - 2 - -
- - - - - - -
- - 1 - - - -
- 1 9 8 25 - -
- - .1 - - - -
- - 1 - - - -
- - - - - - -
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5 7  8 7  
....... 
....... 
Ce ra11ti c Typ� 
--
Inverted 
Ri111 t'orm RJ m St rip8 Lip Surface 
R. F A M HNV R F ----· 
Checked Stalll.Jled 
Not ched N 
Extended Lip u 
p 
w - - - - - - -
Total  - - - - - - -
Si1!!ele Staml"!ed 
Plain RJ m N 
u 
p - - - - - - 1 1  
w - - - - - - 4 
Total - - - - - - n 
Com(!l icate4 Sto1111!ed 
Plain Rim N - - - - - - i 
u 
F 
w - - - - - - 1 
Total - - - - - - 2 
TABLE 1 0  (Continued) 
Ri111 Contour 
Everted Di rect 
tip Surface Lip Surface 
A " .,., R F A M 
- - - - 1 - -
- - - - 1 - -
- 2 1 - - - -
- - 1 - 1 - -
- 2 2 - 1 - -
- - ] - - - -
- - J - - - -
- - 2 - - - -
Undetermined 
Lip Surface 
HNV R r A H 
1 - - - -
1 - - - -
- - - - -
1 - - - -
1 - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
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TABJ.E 10 (Cont inued) 
Ceramic Type Rf11 Contour 
lnverted b !verted Direct 
Rim Form Rl11 S t rip
8 
Lip Surface Lip Surface Lip Surface 
I ' A • 111V I r • N 111V I ' • " -.v 
Hatched Triangle 
Inched 
Plain Rim N - - - 32 - l - - - l - - - - -
u 
- JS - 2 2 - - - - - - 4 - - l 
Total - lS - 34 2 l - - - l - 4 - - l 
Undetermined Inc ised 
Pla in Rim N 
u 
w - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - l 




- - - - - - l - - l - - - - -
Total  - - - - - - l - - l - - - - -
8N - Notched Rl11 S t r i p ;  U • Unnotch�d R im  Strip ;  P • Punc ta ted R i m  S t r 1 p ;  W • W i thout Rl11 S t r i p .  
bR - Rounded U p  Sur face ; F - Flat tened L i p  Sur face ; A - An�lE•ci Lip Sur face ; H - Hi ssing I.J p Sud11ce , 
Undeteralned 
Lip Surface 
- · --- ' _J M 
- - - -
l - - -
l - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -





















and Kneberg investigations. · The type constitutes . 7% of the total 
ceramic assemblage. 
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Method of Manufacture. Vessels were constructed by the addition 
of successive clay coils to an initial circular clay base in a method 
similar to that utilized in the manufacture of Overhill Plain vessels. 
Individual coils are hard to discern in the finished vessel. 
Paste. Temper consists of fine to medium sized grains of crushed 
quartz and find grained river sand. Quartz grains rarely exceed 1 mm 
in size and make up approximately 10-20% of the paste. Mica flecks are 
common in the paste. The hardness ranges from 2. 5-3. 0. Most sherds 
are light to dark gray. Some others display tan, buff, or shades of 
yellowish-brown and orange. 
Surface finish. Both interior and exterior sherd surfaces are 
well smoothed. In many instances sherd surfaces have been burnished 
following smoothing. Burnishing is most conunon on interior vessel 
surfaces. Less well finished sherds retain striations from the smoothing 
process. Sherds rarely show marked effects of weathering. One Qualla 
Plain everted rim with an unnotched extended lip has -a row of stylus 
punctations directly below the lip. 
Form. Plain rims GOmprise 95% of the 1969-1970 and 91% of the 
1971-1974 Qualla Plain rim forms (Tables 9 and 10, pages 75-79). The 
second most numerous form is the rolled rim which constitutes approxi­
mately 6% of the 1971-1974 Qualla Plain rim assemblage. 
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The 1969-1970 and 1971-1974 .analyses indicate somewhat different 
frequencies and distributions of the Qualla Plain rim contour types . 
The major disparities between the two analyses are due primarily to the 
use of different descriptive terminologies • . The most connnon rim form 
from the 1969-1970 analyses has an excurvate contour . They comprise 
71% of the rims recovered in those years . Of the remaining 1969-1970 
assemblage , 18% . have an incurvate contour and 8% are undetermined in 
contour . Of the 1971-1974 material, 40% of the Qualla Plain rims have 
a direct con�our, 34% an everted contour , 15% an undetermined contour, 
and 10% an inverted contour. 
Lip surface information was recorded for the Qualla rim sherds 
recovered in the 1969 through 1974 excavation seasons. No lip surface 
data was reported for the 1939 material (Lewis and Kneberg 1939) . 
Flattened surfaces are found on 33% of the 1969-1970 and 60% of the 
1971-1974 lips. Rounded lips comprise an additional 56% of the 1969-
1970 sample and 33% of the 1971-1974 material. The remaining rims 
are missing lips. 
Rims which have a rim strip notched with either a fingernail or 
sharp instrument comprise 52% of the 1969-197 0  and ·27% of the 1971-
1974 Qualla Plain rim sample. Four rim strips remain unnotched and 
two are punctated . 
The most connnon rim form is the everted or excurvate plain rim 
with a notched rim strip. Direct, inverted, incurvate rims are also 
common. Rim morphology differs little from Overhill Plain rim forms 
but fewer styles are represented in the Qualla series than in the Over­
hill series . Sample sizes are probably responsible for the difference. 
Qualla Plain body sherds range from 5-10 mm in thickness .  Sherds are 
thickest at  the vessel . base .  The most prevalent vessel forms are 
medium sized j ars with everted rims and notched rim strips and small 
bowls with inverted , incurvate , or direct rim contours . One Qualla 
Plain strap handle was recovered in Area G of the 1970 excavat ions . 
Qualla Check S tamped (Egloff 1967 : 41-42) 
Sample . The sample contains 13 rim sherds , 164 body sherds and 
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1 MNV, (Figure 16) (Tables 9 and 10 , pages 75-79) . All the Qualla 
Check Stamped sherds are fro� the 1969 through 1974 excavations . No 
Quartz Tempered Check Stamped sherds were recovered in the 1939 excava­
tion. They comprise . 1% of the ceramic assemblage and are equal in 
number to Qualla Simple Stamped as the second and third most numerous 
Qualla types . The method of manufacture , temper , hardness , thickness , 
and color are the same as in Qualla Plain ceramics .  
Surface Finish . Exterior vessel surfaces were first roughly 
smoothed and then s tamped with square , rectangular , or diamond shaped 
check impressions in a grid pattern . Earnest (1971 : 25) identified one 
sherd with a combination of square , diamond , and bisected diamond checks 
in a triangular pattern. Overstamping and smearing following stamp 
application sometimes obliterated individual checks . Stamping some­
times continues to the rim lip (Figure 16) . Interior vessel surfaces 
are smoothed similar to Qualla Plain and usually are burnished . 
Form. There are very few Qualla Check Stamped rims recovered from 
the site . Ten of the 13 examples have excurvate rim contours . Five 
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Figure 16. Selected Qualla Series Stamped Body and Rim Sherds. 
(A) Qualla Simple Stamped everted plain rim with a punctated rim 
strip; flattened lip surface. (B-D) Qualla Check Stamped body sherds. 
(C) Qualla Check Stamped direct rim with a notched extended lip; 
flattened lip surface. (E) Qualla Complicated Stamped body sherd. 
· (F) Qualla Complicated Stamped plain rim with unnotched rim strip; 








sherds have notched extended lips and six sherds �ave rolled rims. 
Representative sherds appear to be from small jars or shouldered bowls 
with excurvate rims. 
Qualla Simple Stamped 
· Sample. The sample contains 18 rim sherds , 159 body sherds and 
3 MNV (Figure 16} (Tables. 9 and 10 , pages 75-79) . During the 1972 
through 1974 excavations 156 body sherds and 18 rim sherds were re­
covered which are here designated Qualla Simple Stamped. An additional 
three body sherds. from Area A, 1969 were described as Grit Tempered 
Simple Stamped in the original analysis notes and are included in this 
category (Ktng 1969) . Together they comprise . 1% of the ceramic 
assemblage. · The method of manufacture , temper , hardness , thickness , 
and color of these sherds are the same as in Qualla Plain ceramics. 
Surface Finish. Rim sherds indicate that the stamping pattern 
consists of a series of parallel impressions which are oriented roughly 
vertical to the exterior vessel wall. The stamping sometimes continues 
to the rim lip. Grooves measure 3-4 nnn across while lands are 1-2 mm 
across. The parallel impressions are usually clear but smeared and 
overstamped examples do occur. Interior vessel surfaces are smoothed 
and are often burnished. 
Fonn. Thirteen of the 18 Qualla Simple Stamped rim sherds came 
from the same vessel. 
punctated rim strip. 
rim strip (Figure 16) . 
These are everted rim sherds with a stylus 
On these rim sherds stamping continues to the 
The vessel is a shallow wide mouthed jar� The 
remaining rims have four everted and one direct rim contours , 
Qualla Complicated Stamped (Egloff 1967:38-39) 
Sample. The sample contains 36 rim sherds, 574 body sherds and 
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2 MNV (Figure 16)(Tables 9 and 10, pages 75-79). Qualla Complicated 
Stamped sherds form . 4% of the ceramic sample and are the second most 
frequently recovered Qualla type. Included in this category are one 
grit tempered and two sand tempered rectilinear complicated stamped 
body sherds from the 1939 excavations. The temper, method of manufac­
ture, color, thickness, and hardness of these sherds is the same as 
in Qualla Plain. 
Surface Finish. Surface treatment motif is unspecified in the 
analyses notes from the 1969 and 1970 excavations (Earnest 1970; 
King 1969) so that all of the Qualla Complicated Stamped sherds 
from those seasons are here listed as undetermined complicated stamping 
motif. For the 1939 and 1971-1974 analyses stamping motifs are either 
rectilinear, curvilinear, or undetermined. The 72 rectilinear compli­
cated stamped sherds display roughly parallel impressions in con­
centric square, concentric diamond, or line and block motifs. The 
ten curvilinear complicated stamped sherds are decorated with concentric 
circles and wavy line patterns. A few sherds combine both curvilinear 
and rectilinear elements (Figure 16). Five of these are from Area C 
in the 1972 excavations at 40MR62. The remaining complicated stamped 
sherds with combined curvilinear and rectilinear elements are from the 
1969 (King 1970:58) and 1970 (Earnest 1971:25) excavations. These are 
counted among the 552 -Undetermined Complicated Stamped sherds which 
are either from the 1969 and 1970 seasons or are so badly smeared, 
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overstamped , or too small to determine exact stamping pattern. Qualla 
Complicated Stamped sherds are often overstamped and the exterior 
surface . finish is often smeared . The stamping sometimes continues to 
the rim. Grooves and lands measure 2-5 mm across . Interior vessel 
surfaces are often smoothed and burnished . 
Form.  Except for one , the rim sherds have everted or  excurvate 
contours . The exception , classified in 1970 , has a straight profile 
(Earnest 1970) . Most rims have notched rim strips . Nine have un­
notched rim strips . Jars are the predominant vessel form. 
Qualla Residual S tamped 
Sample • .  The sample consists of 69  body sherds .  Qualla Residual 
Stamped is used to classify all stamped sherds wi th the general paste 
characterist ics of  the Qualla series  which are so badly weathered or 
fragmentary that their stamping motif is indeterminable . Most of these 
sherds are small and display a few parallel lands and grooves . They 
represent less than . 1% of the ceramic assemblage . 
Qualla Incised 
Sample . The sample contains 75  rim sherds ,  32 body sherds and 
6 MNV (Figure 15 , page 73) (Tables 9 and 10 , pages 75-7 9) . Qualla 
Incised sherds comprise less than . 1% of . the total ceramic assemblage . 
Their temper , method of  manufacture , thickness , color , and hardness 
are characteristic of Qualla Plain ceramics .  The maj ority o f  the 
sherds are from. the 1974 excavations . 
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Surface Finish. Both interior and exterior vessel surfaces are 
well burnished. Incising was applied with a sharp pointed instrument 
and is very fine lined. Seventy-four rim sherds and 25 body sherds 
display a variant of the incomplete hatchured triangle motif. Sixty­
six rim sherds with an inverted contour and notched rim strips and 
16 body sherds with this pattern were recovered from Feature 558 of 
the 197 4 excavations. Seven sherds with an incomplete or complete 
hatchured triangle motif were also found in 1974. One rim sherd and 
seven body she�ds which are small and show only parallel :imcised lines 
were classified as undetermined incised. Incising is almost solely 
confined to the shoulder and rim areas of vessels. One body sherd is 
described in the 1970 analysis notes as undetermined incised and 
punctated (Earnest 1970). 
Form. Most of the rim sherds come from a single vessel found in 
Feature 558 of the 1974 excavations (Figure 15, page 73). This vessel 
is a wide mouthed shallow bowl with an inverted rim and notched rim 
strip. The orifice diameter of the vessel is estimated at 40 nun. 
Other inverted rim sherds indicate similar vessels at the site. The 
remaining rim sherds predominantly have direct contours indicating 
small open bowl forms . 
Appendages. There are two Qualla Incised lug handles from the 
same vessel. One lug is detached and the· other is attached to the 
shoulder of a vessel with an inverted rim. Both display the complete 
triangle motif. Incising runs from the vessel lip down the rim and 
onto the lug handles at the vessel shoulder. 
Qualla Corncob Impressed (Egloff 1967:43) 
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Sample. The sample contains 1 rim sherd, 25 body sherds and 1 MNV 
(Figure 15, page 73) (Table 10, pages 77-79). Qualla Corncob Impressed 
proved to be the second least numerous Qualla type from the site. Sherds 
in this classification have the same paste characteristics as Qualla 
. Plain ceramics. 
Surface Finish. Surface finish is similar to that of Overhill 
Cob Marked ceramics. The exterior surface treatment is in the form of 
irregular rows of striations formed by rolling a corncob across .the 
wet clay surface. The rows of striations are oriented roughly vertical 
to the vessel wall on the sole rim sherd recovered. The corncob 
impressions on this vessel do not actually extend to the rim area but 
are restricted to the lower vessel body and shoulder. The rim and 
neck surface remain plain. If this pattern of decoration is prevalent, 
it may explain the lack of recognized rim sherds from Qualla Corncob 
Impressed vessels. Interior vessel surfaces are roughly smoothed and 
sometimes burnished. 
Form. The only rim sherd has an evert�d contour and a notched 
extended lip (Figure 15, page 73) . This vessel is a shallow jar with 
an estimated orifice diameter of 18 cm. 
Qualla Cord Marked (Egloff 1967:42-43) 
Sample. Qualla �ord Marked is represented by .four body sherds and 
is the least numerous Qualla type from the site. One sherd was recovered 
in the 1972 excavations and three sherds were found in 1969 . The 
sherds have the general paste characteris tics of Qualla Plain . 
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Surface Finish . · Both the interior and . exterior surfaces were 
smoothed before stampling . Exterior ves·sel surfaces display a series 
of irregular twined cord impressions . Cord thickness is approximately 
1 nun. Cord impressions are often smeared and stamping is sloppily 
executed . 
Form. No rim sherds were recovered . Vessel morphology remains 
undetermined . 
Qualla Residual 
Sample . The sample contains 87  body sherds . Qualla Residual is 
used as a classification fo r all sherds with the same paste character­
istics as the Qualla series , but which are so badly weathered or 
fragmented that no definite surface treatment could be recognized . 
All of these sherds are from the 1970 excavations (Earnest 1971 : 24) . 
No vessel morphology is determinable . 
Pisgah Plain (Holden 1966 : 76-77) 
Sample . The sample contains three rim sherds and one body sherd 
(Figure 17) . One Pisgah Plain rim is identified in the 1969 analysis 
notes (King 1969) and two Pisgah Plain rims are defined in the 1970 
analysis notes (Earnest 1970) . The body sherd was recovered in the 
1972 excavations of  40MR.62 . 
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Figure 17. Selected Limestone, Quartz, and Sand Tempered Rim and 
Body Sherds. 
(A-C) Limestone tempered . cord marked body sherds. (D) Limestone 
tempered incised body sherd. (E) Limestone tempered everted plain rim; · 
flattened lip surface. (F) Limestone tempered everted plain rim; 
rounded lip surface. (G) Limestone tempered brushed body sherd. 
(H-I) Limestone tempered brushed and cord marked body sherds . 
{J,L) Bluff Creek Simple Stamped body sherds. (K) Bluff Creek Simple 
Stamped basal sherd. {M) Connestee Cord Marked everted plain rim; 
flattened lip surface. (N) Connestee Cord Marked direct plain rim; 
rounded lip surface. (0) Connestee Cord Marked body sherd. 
(P-Q) Pigeon Check Stamped body sherds. (R) Pigeon Rectilinear Compli­
cated Stamped body sherd. (S) Connestee Plain body sherd. (T) Swift 
Creek Curvilinear Complicated Stamped body sherd. (U) Watts Bar Cord 
Marked body sherd. (V) Pisgah Plain body sherd with loop handle. 
(W) Connestee Simple Stamped body sherd. 
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Method of Manufacture. Vessels were manufactured by the addition 
of successive coils to an initial molded clay base. Individual coils 
are not readily detected in the finished vessel. 
Paste. Temper consists of crushed quartz and fine to medium 
grained sand particles. Crushed quartz particles measure 1-3 rrnn while 
most sand grains · are less than 1 nnn in size. Mica particles are abun­
dant, with some pieces as large as 2 rrnn. Temper constitutes approxi­
mately 20-30% of the paste. Hardness varies from 2. 5 to 3. 5, depend­
ing on the percentage of tempering particles. The color is dark gray 
to black. 
Surface Finish. Both exterior and interior surfaces have been 
roughly smoothed and indicate the effects of floating. Interior vessel 
surfaces are slightly better finished than exterior surfaces which 
have a granular appearance . All three rims display V-shaped punctations. 
Form. Two incurvate and one excurvate collared rims are represent­
ed. Jar and bowl forms are the suggested vessel forms. Sherd thickness 
ranges from 7-10 mm. 
Appendages. One body sherd was recovered. It shows attachments 
for a riveted loop handle (Figure 17). 
P·igeon Check Stamped (Holden 1966: 65-66) 
Sample. The sample consists of two body sherds . They were 
recovered in the 1974 excavation season. 
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Method of Manufacture. Vessels were constructed by the addition 
of successive clay coils. These were welded and finished by paddling. 
Paste. Temper consists of large angular crushed quartz and fine 
sand particles. Quartz particles average 1-2 nnn in size, but some are 
as large as 5 mm. Temper constitutes 25-35% of the paste. Hardness 
is 2. 5 to 3. 5. Sherd color is light brown, tan, and light gray. 
Surface Finish. The exterior vessel surface was first scraped 
smooth and then stamped with a carved wooden paddle in a rectangular 
gridded check pattern. Check impressions range from 3-6 mm across. 
Interior surfaces are scraped smooth. Sherd surfaces are granular . in 
appearance due to the large amount of temper in the paste. 
Form. No rim sherds were recovered and vessel morphology remains 
undetermined. Body sherd thickness is 5 mm. 
Pigeon Complicated Stamped (Keel 1976:260) 
Sample. One body sherd was recovered during the 1974 excavations 
(Figure 17) . The method of manufacture, temper, hardness, thickness, 
and color are similar to the Pigeon Check Stamped sherds. 
Surface Finish. The exterior vessel surface was first scraped 
and then stamped with a carved wooden paddle in a rectilinear motif. 
The pattern consists of a set of lands and grooves which intersect at 
roughly a right angle. The interior sherd surface is scraped smooth. 
Sherd surfaces are granular in appearance. 
Watts Bar Cord Marked (Lewis and Kneberg 1957 : 7) 
Sample. The sample contains 1 rim sherd and 70 body sherds 
(Figure 17) . All of the sherds were identified in the 1969 and 
1970 analyses. 
Method of Manufacture. Vessels were manufactured utilizing a 
coiling technique. 
Paste. The temper consists of fine to coarsely crushed angular 
quartz particles. Temper occurs in moderate amounts throughout the 
paste. The hardness is 2. 5 to 3. 5 ,  depending on the amount of 
tempering utilized. Most sherds are dark brown. 
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Surface Finish. Both interior and exterior vessel surfaces are 
scraped. Exterior surfaces have fine twined parallel cord impressions 
approximately 1 mm wide. Cord marking is oriented vertical or diagonal 
to the vessel wall and extends to the lip . Cord marking is often 
overstamped or smoothed over. 
Form. The only rim sherd is plain with an incurvate contour and 
rounded lip surface. Sherd thickness averages 4-·6 mm. 
Watts Bar Fabric Marked (Lewis and Kneberg 1957 : 7) 
Sample. �ive body sherds were recovered from the site. All of 
the sherds were identified in the 1969 and 1970 analyses (Earnest 1970 ; 
King 1969) . . They have the same paste characteristics as Watts Bar 
Cord Marked. 
Surface Finish. Both the interior and exterior vessel surfaces 
were scraped smooth. Exterior sherd su�faces show the impressions of 
a coarse plain fabric. Impressions are sometimes smoothed over. 
· Form. The lack of rim sherds makes vessel form indeterminable. 
Residual 
Sample. The sample contains 7 rim sherds and 86 body sherds. 
Quartz Tempered Residual is used as a classification for all crushed 
quartz tempered sherds from the 1969 through 1974 excavation seasons 
which are so badly weathered or fragmented that no definite surface 
treatment could be recognized. They comprise less than . 1% of the 
ceramic sample. Although some of these sherds may be associated with 
the historic or Mississippian occupations at the site, the majority 
are considered to be Woodland period in origin. Most of the rims 
have an undetermined contour. 
Plain 
Type Descriptions: Sand Tempered 
Sample. The sample contains 32 rim sherds and 61 body sherds. 
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Ninety-three fine sand tempered sherds have plain surfaces. They 
represent less than . 1% of the total ceramics. Their cultural affilia-
tion is unknown (Earnest 1971:26). Most of the rim sherds are from 
small open bowls with plain rims . 
Connestee Plain (Holden 1966 :71-72) 
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Sample. The sample contains 5 rim sherds and 162 body sherds (Figure 
17, page 91) .  All of the Connestee Plain sherds came from the 1972 
through 1974 excavations. Of these, 155 are from Area C at 40MR62 . They 
· comprise . 1% of the ceramic assemblage. 
Method of Manufacture . Vessels were constructed utilizing a coil 
technique. 
Paste . Temper consists predominantly of very fine sand . Rounded 
sand particles up to 1 mm large, mica flecks, and angular or rounded 
quartz fragments up to 5 mm in size are also present in small amounts 
in the paste . Temper comprises 15-30% of the paste. The hardness 
ranges from 2 . 0  to 3. 0 .  Most exterior sherd surfaces are light brown 
or tan, but a few are light gray . Interior sherd surfaces are dark 
brown to black. 
Surface Finish . Both interior and exterior sherd surfaces are very 
well smoothed but not burnished. Eroded or weathered surfaces are 
uncommon . This may be due to the high density of sand temper in the 
paste . Surfaces are sandy to the touch . 
Form. The rim sherds are all plain with direct or undetermined 
contours . Sherd thickness ranges from 3-6 mm. Vessel morphology is 
undetermined. 
Connestee Cord Marked (Holden 1966:68-69) 
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Sample. The sample contains 2 rim sherds and 26 body sherds 
(Figure 17 , page 91). The Connestee Cord Marked sherds came from the 
1972 through 1974 excavations. Of these , the greatest concentration 
was in Area C of 40MR62 where 25 sherds were recovered. These sherds 
have the same paste characteristics as Connestee Plain. 
Surface Treatment. Interior surfaces are smoothed and exterior 
surfaces are covered with twined cord impressions oriented vertical to 
the vessel wall. The impressions are 1 .mm to 2 nnn wide. The entire 
exterior vessel surface is decorated. Sherds are sandy to the touch. 
Form. One rim sherd is a direct plain rim with a rounded lip 
surface and the other is an everted plain rim with a flattened lip 
surface. 
Cord Marked 
Sample. One sand tempered body sherd was recovered from Area C ,  
40MR2. It shows crossed-over cord impressions on the exterior surface. 
It was classified by Earnest (1971 :26) as Undesignated Cord Marked 
and is probably associated with the Connestee series. 
Connestee Simple Stamped (Keel 1976:252) 
Sample. The sample contains 11 body sherds (Figure 17 , page 91 ). 
All of the Connestee Simple Stamped sherds are from Area C ,  40MR.62. 
Nine of these are from the same vessel and are from the plowzone. They 
have the same paste characteristics as Connestee Plain. 
Surface Finish . Interior sherd surfaces are well smoothed . 
Exterior sherd surfaces were smoothed and stamped with a series of 
parallel liµe impressions . The impressions are oriented horizontal 
to the vessel wall and are fine lined . 
Form . No rim sherds were recovered and vessel morphology is 
undetermined but body sherd . curvature indicates a large vessel . 
Sherds average 4-5 mm in thickness . 
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (Jennings and Fairbanks 1939:1) 
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Sample . The sample contains three body sherds . Two body sherds 
were recovered from Area A of the 1970 excavations . The other body 
sherd is from Area C, 40MR.62 . 
Method of Manufacture. Vessels were constructed utilizing a 
coiling technique . 
Paste . Sherds are tempered with a very fine micaceous sand . 
Temper is sparse. Hardness is 2 . 0 to 2. 5. Exterior sherd surfaces 
are dark brown and interior surfaces are dark gray-brown to black . 
Surface Finish. Interior sherd surfaces are well smoothed . 
Exterior surfaces are smoothed and stamped with a curvilinear pattern 
of concentric circles or spirals . Grooves and lands measure 3 nun 
across . One sherd has a hole drilled along one edge (Figure 17, · 
page 91) . 
Form. No rim sherds were recovered and vessel morphology is 
undetermined. 
Residual Stamped 
Sample. One sand tempered body sherd from Area A in the 1969 
excavations was classified as Unidentified Sand Tempered Stamped � 
Is is probably Woodland period in derivation. 
Trailed 
Sample. One small sand tempered body sherd from Area K, 40MR2, 
has a smoothed surface and shows faint trailed lines. It is called 
Undesignated Trailed by Earnest (1971 :26). The sherd is probably 
associated with the Woodland occupation at the site. 
Incised 
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Sample. One sand tempered body sherd from Area C, 40MR.2, dis­
plays a deep incised line (Earnest 1971 :26). It is probably associated 
with the Woodland assemblage from that area. 
Residual 
Sample. The sample contains 17 rim sherds and 101 body sherds. 
Sand Tempered Residual Plain is used as a classification for sand temper­
ed sherds which are so badly weathered or fragmented that no definite 
surface treatment can be recognized . They comprise less than . 1% of 
the ceramic sample. Although some of these sherds may be associated 
with the historic or Mississippian occupations at the site, the majority 
are considered Woodland per�od in origin . Most of the rims have in­
curvate or excurvate contours with flat lip surfaces . 
./ 
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Type Descriptions : Limestone Tempered 
Plain 
Sample. The sample contains 83 rim sherds, 1, 228 body sherds 
(Figure 17, page 91) . Limestone Tempered Plain ceramics were recovered 
from almost every excavation unit. Large concentrations were dis­
covered in Area C, 40.MR.62, and in Areas C, H, and K, of the 1970 exca­
vations at 40.MR.2. 
Method of Manufacture. Vessels were constructed utilizing a 
coiling technique. 
Paste. Sherds were tempered with crushed limestone which measures 
frdm 1-5 mm in size. The limestone has been leached from every sherd. 
Sherd ·hardness is 2. 0 -to 3. 0. Sherds exhibit light to dark gray, tan, 
buff, and yellowish-orange colors. 
Surface., Finish. Both interior and exterior sherd surfaces are 
scraped and roughly smoothed. Scraping marks are noticeable on some 
sherds. 
Form. All of the rim sherds have plain rims. The most prevalent 
form is everted with a rounded lip. Other rims have direct or undeter­
mined rim contours. Most rim sherds are small and vessel morphology 
remains undetermined. Sherd thickness ranges from 4-7 nnn • 
Cord Marked 
Sample.  The sample contains 5 rim sherds and 1, 435 body sherds 
(Figure 17, page 91) .  All the Limestone Tempered Cord Marked sherds 
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from the site are included in this designation. Seventeen sherds from 
the 1969 excavation season (King 1970:60) and 11 from the 1970 excava­
tions (Earnest 1971:28) which were classified as Candy Creek Cord 
Marked (�e�is and Kneberg 1946:102-103) in the former Chota site reports 
are included in this count. Most of the sherds are comparable to Candy 
Creek Cord Marked and a few resemble Hamilton Cord Marked (Lewis and 
Kneberg 1946:102-103). The sherds have paste characteristics similar 
to the Limestone Tempered Plain ceramics. They constitute . 9% of 
the ceramic assemblage. 
Surface. Interior sherd surfaces are scraped smooth. Exterior 
sherd surfaces are impressed with fine tightly twisted cords. Cord 
impressions are clear, closely spaced, and individual .cords often 
overlap (Figure 17, page 91 ). Rims indicate that the cords run 
vertical to the vessel wal l. Only a few of the sherds are overstamped 
or smoothed over. 
Form. All five rim sherds have everted contours. Three have 
ro�nded lips and two have flattened lip surfaces. Sherd thickness 
�anges from 4-7 mm. Vessel morphology was not determined. 
Brushed 
Sample. The samp�e contains 26 rim sherds and SO body sherds 
(Figure 17, page 91). Included in this category are sherds classified 
in the 1969 (King 1970:61) and 1970 (Earnest 1971:28) analyses as 
Undesignated Trailed. These sherds are similar to Flint River Brushed 
(Heimlich 1952:20). They constitute less· than . 1% of the ceramic 
assemblage and have the same paste characteristics as Limestone 
Tempered Plain. 
Surface Finish. Interior sherd surfaces are scraped smooth. 
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Exterior surfaces are marked with a series of parallel striations 1-3 mm 
wide. Striations are oriented vertical to the vessel wall. Body sherds 
are from the neck portions of vessels. 
Form. All rim sherds have everted contours. Most have flattened 
lips. No vessel morphology is determinable · and the sherd thickness 
ranges from 6-10 mm. 
Cord Marked and Brushed 
Sample. The sample contains two rim sherds and six body sherds 
(Figure 17, page 90). Two sherds from the 1969 . excavations (King 
1970:61) and one sherd from the 1970 season (Earnest 1971:28) which 
were classified as Limestone Tempered Trailed and Cord Marked are 
included in this category. The sherds have the same paste character­
istics as Limestone Tempered Plain ceramics. 
Surface Finish. Sherds display both the surface finish of 
Limestone Tempered Cord Marked and Limestone Tempered brushed ceramics. 
Cord marking extends from the vessel body to above the shoulder and 
onto the neck area. From there, sherds are brushed to the lip. Vessels 
are predominantly cord marked. It is possible that some rim sherds 
classified as Limestone Tempered Brushed may have come from vessels 
which were partially cord marked. 
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Form. All sherds are from either the neck or rim areas of vessels. 
The two rim sherds have everted contours but the lips are missing. No 
vessel morphology is determinable but sherd thickness ranges from 
5-10 mm. 
Bluff Creek Simple Stamped (Haag 1939:18) 
Sample. The sample contains 67 body sherds (Figure 17, page 91 ). 
All but two of the sherds were recovered from Area C at 40MR.62. They 
have the same general paste characteristics as Limestone Tempered Plain 
ceramics. 
Surface Finish. Interior surfaces are scraped and smoothed. 
Exterior surfaces__..are stamped with parallel lands and grooves approxi­
mately 2-5 mm wide . The pattern on most sherds is eroded and over­
stamping is common. 
Form. No rim sherds were recovered. One conical vessel base was 
found in Feature 85 of 40MR.2 (Figure 17, page 91). Body sherd thick­
ness ranges from 4-8 mm. Vessel morphology remains undetermined. 
Residual Stamped 
Sample. Two body sherds from the 1970 excavations are classified 
as Limestone Tempered Stamped in the analysis notes (Earnest 1970) . 
They are placed in this category for lack of further infonnation. 
Long Branch Fabric Marked (Haag 1939:10) 
Sample. One body sherd was recovered from Area A of the 1969 
excavations (King 1970:60) and two body sherds were found in the 
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1974 season. The sherds have the same general paste characteristics 
as Limestone Tempered Plain ceramics. 
Surface Finish. Interior sherd surfaces are scraped smooth. 
Exterior surfaces show coarse woven fabric impressions. Fabric 
impressions .. are eroded . 
Form. No rim sherds were recovered. Body sherd thickness ranges 
from 5-9 mm. 
Incised 
Sample. The sample contains six body sherds (Figure 17, page 91 ) . 
Limestone Tempered Incised sherds were found in the 1970, 1971, and 
1974 excavation seasons. They have the same general paste character­
istics as Limestone Tempered Plain · ceramics and are considered Wood­
land period in origin. 
Surface Finish. All of the sherds display deep narrow parallel 
incised lines. 
Form. No rim sherds were recovered. Body sherds are 6-8 mm 
thick. No vessel 'form was determined. 
Residual 
Sample. The sample contains 36 rim sherds and 915 body sherds. 
Limestone Tempered Residual is used as a classification for all 
limestone tempered sherds which are so badly weathered or fragmented 
that no definite surface finish could be recognized. They co__mprise 
. 6% of the ceramic assemblage. Although a few of these sherds 
may be associated with the historic or Mississippian occupations at 
the site, most are considered to be Woodland period ceramics. 
Type Descriptions : Mixed Tempered 
Clay-Sand-Shell Tempered Plain 
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Sample. The sample conta�ns 21 rim sherds. and 189 body sherds 
(Figure 18). Most sherds in this category are from the 'i970 excava­
tions (Earnest 1971 : 27). They have paste and surface characteristics 
similar to Fatherland Incised ceramics (Quimby 1942 : 263-264). One 
short necked globular water bottle was recovered from Feature 60 , 
Area ·A ,  40MR.2 (Figure 18). It is represented by 6 rims and 61 body 
sherds . King (1970 :53) states that this vessel "is similar in form 
to vessels used by such groups· as the Creeks and · Natchez. " The vessel 
rim is plain with an excurvate c�ntour and rounded - lip. The remaining 
sherds in this category are probably _ historic and many are probably 
from plain surfaces of Fatherland Incised vessels. The predominant 
rim contour is excurvate. Three rims are rolled . 
Fatherland Incised (Quimby 1942 : 26�-264) 
Sample. The sample contains 47 rim sherds and 320 body sherds 
(Figure 19). In the 1969 and 1970 analyses 28 body sherds were classi­
fied as Fatherland Incised (Earnest 1971 :27 ;  King 1970 : 134). In the 
analysis of the 1971-1974 ceramics, Fatherland Incised sherds were 
divided into those which exhibit incisions and those which are plain 
surfaced but are from Fatherland Incised vessels. Twelve rim sherds 
and 190 body sherds are plain surfaced and 35 rim sherds and 102 body 
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c m  
Figure 19 . Selected Fatherland Incised Body and Rim Sherds. 
(A-D, J) Fatherland Incised direct plain rims; flattened lip 
surfaces. (E-I) Fatherland Incised body sherds. 
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sherds are incised. Feature 596 of .the 1974 excavations contained 196 
Fatherland Incised sherds representing 3 vessels. 
Method of Manufacture. Vessels were constructed using a coiling 
technique . 
Paste • . Temper consists of a mixture of very fine crushed shell, 
clay, and sand particles. Only the shell particles which are less than 
1 mm in size and are widely dispersed throughout the paste are readily 
apparent on the finished vessel surfaces. Some very fine mica flecks 
are also included in the paste which suggests a probable local manu­
facture. Sherd hardness is 2. 5 to 3. 0. Sherd color is light to dark 
· grayish-brown. Interior surfaces are darker. 
Surface Finish. Both interior and exterior vessel surfaces are 
well smoothed and burnished. Burnishing marks are present on the 
interior surfaces. Exterior surfaces are incised with a three, four, 
or five line curvilinear pattern (Figure 19). Most of the sherds are 
incised with three lines. Incisions are usually flat bottomed. 
Form. There are 43 direct plain rims with flattened lip surfaces. 
One direct rim has a rounded lip surface. Two plain rims have undeter­
mined contours and flat lip surfaces and one is everted with a rounded 
lip . The predominant vessel type is a large open mouthed bowl , One 
vessel recovered from Feature 556 in 1974 has an estimated orifice 
diameter of 28 cm. Body sherd thickness ranges from 5 to 8 tmn .  
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Clay-Sand Tempered Undesignated Incised 
Sample. The sample contains fiv� rim sherds and eight body sherds. 
Sherds in this category are similar to Fatherland Incised in paste and 
color but shell temper is absent and clay particles are larger. Earnest 
(1971:27) states that the sloppy incising on one sherd resembles Manchac 
Incised {Quimby 1942:263-264) which is a type associated with the 
historic Natchez. Rim sherds have incurvate, excurvate, and undetermined 
contours. 
Limestone-Clay-Quartz Tempered Plain 
Sample. Five body sherds with mixed limestone, clay, and quartz 
tempering were recovered from Feature 775 of the 1974 excavations. 
They are considered to be from a Woodland occupation. 
Method of Manufacture. Vessels were-constructed using a coiling 
technique. 
Paste. Crushed limestone, clay and quartz particles are 2-3 mm 
large. Hardness is 2. 0 to 3. 0. Sherds are tan or buff colored. 
Surface Finish. Both interior and exterior sherd su�faces are · 
scraped smooth. 
Form. Body sherds are 5-9 mm thick. No vessel form was determined. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF ABORIGINAL CERAMIC ARTIFACTS 
Total Site Assemblase 
In seven excavation seasons 154, 444 aboriginal ceramic artifacts 
were recovered frOD1 Chota-Tanasee. Ceramics indicate that the site 
was utilized sporatically from the �rly Woodland period to proto­
historic times. The site was intensively occupied during the eighteenth 
century by the historic Overhill Cherokee. Ceramic types have been 
roughly grouped by archaeological period and the total site assemblage 
is provided in Table 11. 
The earliest recovered ceramics are Early Woodland Watts Bar 
Cord Marked , Watts Bar Fabric Marked, Pigeon Check Stamped , and Pigeon 
Complicated Stamped . The Early Woodland period is also represented 
by Quartz Tempered Plain and Residual categories � Middle and Late 
Woodland occupations are identified by li111estone and sand tempered 
varieties mainly of the Candy Creek and Connestee series . Limestone 
tempered varieties are Plain , Cord Marked , Brushed , Cord Marked and 
Brushed , Bluff Creek Simple Stamped , Residual Stamped , Long Branch 
Fabric Marked , Incised and Residual. Sand tempered types are Plain , 
Connestee Plain , Connestee Cord Marked, Cord Marked , Connestee Simp�e 
Stamped , Swift Creek Complicated Stamped , Residual Stamped, Trailed , 
Incised and Residual. Limes-tone-Clay-Quartz Tempered Plain is also 
from the Woodland period. 
Mississippian period occupations are represented by only a few 
sherds . Hiwassee Island Red Filmed sherds and loop handles indicate 
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Overhill Check Stamped 
Overhill Simple Stamped 
Overhill Complicated Stamped 
Overhill Residual Stamped 
Overhill Incised 
Overhill Cob Marked 
European Fabric Impressed 
Fabric Impressed 
Historic Cord Marked 
Cord Marked 
Plaited Cane Impressed 











































Qualla Check Stamped 
Qual_la Simple Stamped 
Qualla Complicated Stamped 
Qualla Residual Stamped 
Qualla Incised 
Qualla Corncob Impressed 
Qualla Cord Marked 
Qualla Residual 
Pisgah Plain 
Pigeon Check Stamped 
Pigeon Complicated .Stiamped 





















































TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Ceramic Type 
Sand Tempered (continued) 
Cord Marked 
Connestee Simple Stamped 
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 








Cord Marked and Brushed 
Bluff Creek Simple Stamped 
Residual Stamped 
Long Branch Fabric Marked 
Incised 
Residual 
Mixed Tempered . 










































TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Ceramic Type Total Percent 
Mixed Tempered (continued) 
Clay-Sand Tempered Undesignated · Incised 13 . 01 
Limestone-Clay-Quartz Tempered Plain 5 * 
TOTAL 154 , 444 100. 00 
*Represented by less than . 01% of total assemblage . 
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an Early Mississippian presence. Shell Tempered Cord Marked and Fabric 
Impressed sherds are from Later Mississippian occupations. The Late 
Mississippian period is represented by Pisgah Plain ceramics. A few 
of the Shell Tempered Plain sherds may be from Mississippian occupations. 
Most of the ceramics from the site are from the historic Cherokee 
occupation. Historic Cherokee ceramics are represented by the Over­
hill and Qualla series. Overhill types have plain, check stamped, 
simple stamped, residual stamped, incised, cob marked, and residual 
surfaces. Shell Tempered Historic Cord Marked, European Fa�ric Impress­
ed, Plaited Cane Impressed, and some Fabric Impressed sherds are also 
associated with the Overhill series. Qualla series sherds have 
residual, plain, check stamped, simple stamped, complicated stamped, 
· residual stamped, incised, corncob impressed, and cord marked surfaces. 
Additional historic types have mixed tempering . These are Fatherland 
Incised, Clay-Sand-Shell Tempered Plain, and Clay-Sand Tempered Incised. 
Site ·ceramic Distribution 
The occurrence of ceramics in individual excavation areas was 
examined to determine differences in the distribution of ceramic types 
between areas. Unusual concentration of some types and their distri­
bution in some areas of the site were delineated. These are discussed 
below. The total body and rim sherd counts by excavation season and 
area are given in Tables 12-16. Except for the 1974 season, these 
counts represent ceramic assemblages recovered from the plow zone 
and all sub-surface disturbances in each area, including features, post­
molds, and burials. The ceramics from the 1974 excavation are all from 
features. 
TABLE 12 
Distribution of Body and Rim Sherds 
40MR2 : 1939 




Check Stamped Rim 
Body 
Rectilinear Rim 
Complicated Stamped Body 
Undetermined Rim 
Complicated Stamped Body 
Hatchured Rim 
Triangle Incised Body 










































































TOTAL 5 , 7 06 
TABLE 13  
Distribution of _Body and Rim Sherds  
40MR.2 : 1969 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area A Area B 
Shell Tempered 
Overhill Plain Rim 1 , 096  14 7 
Body 8 , 865  1 , 468 
Overhill Check Rim 2 
S tamped Body 2 3  9 
Overhill Simple Rim 
S tamped Body 21 2 
Overhill Undetermined Rim 
Complicated Stamp ed Body 23  11 
Overhill Residual Rim 1 
S tamped Body 1 
Overhill Hatchured Rim 5 9 
Triangle Incised Body 3 
Overhill Chevron Rim 6 2 
Incised Body 1 
Overhill Undetermined Rim 2 
Incised Body 5 3 
Overhill Cob Marked Rim 
Body 31 1 
European Rim 
Fabric Impressed Body 
His toric · Rim 
Cord Marked Body 1 
Plaited Cane Rim 
Impressed Body 1 
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Area C . Total 
402 1 , 645 
3 , 288 1 3 , 621 
2 
8 40 















TABLE 13 ( Continued) 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area A Area B Area C Total 
Shell Tempered 
Hiwassee Rim 
Island Red Body 1 1 
Filmed 
Residual Rim 10 4 2 16 
Body 965 387 168 1, 520 
Quartz Tempered 
Plain Rim 
Body 4 1 5 
Qualla Rim 9 9 
Plain Body 45 6 41 92 
Qualla Check Rim 1 1 
Stamped Body 2 13 1 16 
Qualla Simple Rim 
Stamped Body 3 3 
Qualla Undetermined Rim 
Complicated Stamped Body 13 1 14 
Qualla Rim 
Residual S tamped Body 2 2 
Qualla Rim 
Undetermined Incised Body 1 1 
Qualla Cord Rim 
Marked Body 2 1 3 
Pisgah Rim 1 1 
Plain Body 
Watts Bar Rim 
Cord Marked Body 60 1 61 
Watts Bar Rim 
Fabric Marked Body 2 2 
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TABLE 13 (Continued) 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area A Area B Area C Total 
Quartz Tempered 
Residual Rim 3 3 
Body 18 3 21 
Sand Tempered 
Swift Creek Rim 
Complicated Stamped Body 2 2 
· Residual Rim 
Stamped Body 1 1 
· Residual Rim 7 7 
Body 26 1 7 34 
Limestone Tempered 
Plain Rim 1 8 9 
Body 3 4 17 24 
Cord Marked Rim 
Body 2 7 138 147 
Brushed Rim 6 6 
Body 1 4 5 
Cord Marked and Rim 
Brushed Body 2 2 
Long Branch Rim 
Fabric Marked Body 1 1 
Residual Rim 1 1 
Body 2 1 5 8 
Mixed Tempered 
Clay-Sand-Shell Rim 6 3 9 
Tempered Plain Body 61 3 64 
TABLE 13 (Continued) 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area A 












Area C Total 
3 
22  
4, 151 17 , 585 




Overhill  Plain Ri111 
Body 
Ove rhill Check Rim 
S tam1>ed Body 
Overhill  Si111ple Rim 
Stamped Body 
Overhill  Rim 
Undetermined Body 
Complicated Sta�ped 
Overhill Res idual Rim 
Stamped Body 
OvcrhUl Hatchered , Rim 
Triangle Incised Body 
Surface_ _ . Area_ C. 
- 1 
- 4 
JO 1 , 1 46 











D1str thut ion of Body and Rim Sherds 
40HR: 1970 
_ _  Area D ___ Area I ___ Ar� f _  
- - -
4 - 1 
209 4 688 
J ,  91 8 73 8 , 477 
2 - -
1 58 - 4 
- - -






�re� C A_!_�a H A�•• J 
- - 2 
- 2 l 
266 250 104 
) , 656 3,  J /, 8  850 
- 1 -
45 22 1 
- - 2 
- ) -
3 3 2 
47  l J  1 



















1 J  
2 , 879 













Ceramic Types Sherd Type Surface Area C Area D 
Shell  Te�red 
Overhill Bisec ted Rh1 
Chevron Incised Body - 2 -
Overhill R lm 1 1 -
Undetermined Body - 1 -
Incised 
Overhi 11 Cob Ri111 
Harked Body - 1 1  1 
Undetermined Fabric Rlm 
Impressed Body - 9 -
H istoric Cord Ri111 - - -
Harked Body - ] -
Plai ted Cane Rim - - -
Impressed Body - - -
Hiwassee Island Rim - - -
Red Fi lmed Body 
Residual Rim 
Body l 767 145 
TABI.E 14  (Continued) 
Area E Area F Area G Area II 
- - - -
- l J  ] 2 
- 6 14 2 
- ] 6 2 
- - - -
- - - 2 
- 1 - 2 
- - - .:. 
- - - -
- l - 1 
- ) 88 2 36 201 








- 1 8  
- -














TARLE 14 ( Cont inued) 
C.e ramic Types Sherd Type Surface Area C Area D Area E Area F 
Quartz Telllf)ered 
Plain Rim - 1 
Body - - 3 - 3 
Qualls Plain Ri111 - l 3  1 3  - 6 
Body 2 4 3  6 - 15  
Qualla Check Rim - - - - -
Stamped Body 1 5 9 - 3 
Qualla Undetermi ned Ri11 - 4 8 - -
Complicated S tamped Body - 6 95 - 4 
Qualia Residual  Rina 
Stamped Body 1 5 2 - l 
Qualla Undetermined Rim 
Incised Body - - 1 - 2 
Qualla Corn Cob Rim 
Impressed Body - - 1 - -
Qualla Residual Rim 
Body - ) 1 - 4 
Pisgah Pla in Ri111 - 2 - - -
Body 
Area G Area II Area J 
- - -
- 36 1 5  
1 0  46 31 
- 8 3 
2 49 69 
- 6 10 
J 1 38 162 
3 26 1 0  
- - -
- l -






























TABLE 14 (Continued) 
Ceraaic Types Sherd Type Surface Area C Area D Area E Area F 
--
guartz Temeered 
Wat ts Bar Cord Rim - - - - -
Marked Body 6 - 1 - 1 
Watts Bar Fabric Rim 
Harked Body 2 - - - 1 
Residual Rim 
Body - 1 - - 9 
Sand Tempered 
Plain Rim - 2 1 1  - 1 
Body - 8 31 - 2 
Cord Hacked Rim 
Body - 1 - - -
Trai led RJm 
Body - - - - -
Incised R im 
Body - 1 - - -
Residual Rim - 2 - - -
Budy - 8 2 - 3 






4 1 3 
- - -



















1 2  
1 7  










Ce['amlc Types Sherd Type Surface A['ea C Area D Area E 
Limestone Tempered 
Plain Ri11 - 6 2 -
Body 1 1  108 30 -
Co['d Ha['ked Rtm - 1 - -
Body 6 224 3 -
H ['UShed Ria - 2 - -
Body - s - -
Co['d Ma['ked and Rim 
8['UShed Body 
H luf f  Creek Rim 
S imple S tamped Body - - 1 -
Residual S tamped Rim 
Budy - l - -
Incised Ri111 
Body - 3 - -
ResiJual Ri m 
Body 
(Continued) 
Area t,· Area G Area II 
5 2 8 
33 26 386 
- 1 -






Area J A['ea K 
- 21 
11  173 
- -


















'fABJ.E 14 (Continued) 
Ceramic Types Sherd Type Surface Area C Area D Area E Area F 
M1 xed Tempered 
Clay - Sand - Shell Riia - 2 3 - 5 
Tempered Plain Body J 1 7  47  - 28 
Fatherland Incised Rill 
Body - - - - -
Clay - Sand Tempered Ri11 - - - - 4 
Undesignated Incised Body 1 1 - - 5 
Total 255 15, 2 1 1  2 , 761 77 9 , 550 




- - l 
- - l 







2 , 206 
Total 
l l  








Ceramic Type Sherd Type 
Shell TemEered 
Overhill Plain Rim 
Body 
Overhill Check Rim 
Stamped Body 











Distribution of Body and Rim Sherds 
40MR2-40MR62 : 1971-1974 
40MR2 40MR62 40MR2 
1971 1972 197 3 
Area F Area A Area C Area C 
487 70  971 985 
4 , 413 7 36 1 1 , 127 "6 , 890 
- 3 - 2 
2 6 18 20 
- - - -
- 1 5 1 
- - 1 1 
2 - 45 28 
- - 6 -
- 1 44 4 
40MR2 
1974 
Area C Total 
6 , 251  8 , 764 









TABLE 15  (Continued) . 
40MR2 40MR.62 40MR2 40MR2 
1971 1972 19 7 3  1974 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area F Area A Area C Area C Area C Total 
Shell Tempered 
Overhill  Rim - - - 1 1 2 
Undet ermined Body 1 1 11  2 11  26 
Complicated 
Stamped 
Overhill Residual Rim - - - - 2 2 
Stamped Body 1 1 4 2 26 34 
Overhill Hatchered Rim 11  - 19 2 61  93  
Triangle Incised Body 2 - 8 - 40 50 
Overhill Cross Rim 1 - - - - 1 
Hatched Incised Body 3 1 - - 5 9 
Overhill Chevron Rim - - 5 - 5 10 
Incised Body - - 2 - 2 4 
Overhill Bisected Rim 
Chevron Incised Body - - - - 1 1 
Overhill Rim 3 - 5 2 17 27 
Undet ermined Body 3 - 28 13 81 125 
Incised 
TABLE 15 (Continued) 
40MR2 40MR62 40MR2 40MR2 
1971 1972 . 1973  1974  
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area F Area A Area C Area C Area C Total 
Shell Tem�ered 
Overhill Cob Rim - - - - 11 11 
Marked Body ·. 4 1 8 24 93 130 
Historic Cord Rim 
Marked Body - - 2 - - 2 
Cord Marked Rim 
Body - - - - 16 16 
Fabric Impressed Rim - - - - 1 1 
Body - - - - 6 6 
Plaited Cane Rim 
Impressed Body - - 2 - - 2 
Hiwassee Island Rim 
Red Filmed Body - - - - 1 1 
Residual Rim - - 3 - - 3 





Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area F 
Quartz Tempered 
Qualla Plain Rim 6 
Body 22 
Qualla Check Rim -
Stamped Body -
Qualla Simple Rim -
Stamped Body -
Qualla Rectilinear Rim -
Complicated Stamped Body 2 
Qualla Curvilinear Rim 
Complicated Stamped Bo�y -
Qualla Undetermined Rim 
Comp licated Stamped Body -
Qualla Residual Rim 
Stamped Body -
TABLE 15 ( Continued) 
40MR62 40MR2 40MR2 
1972 197 3  1974 
Area_ A __ ArE!aC __ __ _ Area C _ � - Area C 
- Ut 26 3 7  
10 204 85 388 
- - - 1 
- 2 2 6 
- - - 18 
- 2 - 154 
- 2 - -
- 36 23 12 
- 9 - 1 
- 3 - 15 













TABLE 15 (Continued) 
40MR2 40MR62 40MR2 40MR2 
1971 1972 1973 1974 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area F Area A Area C Area C Area C Total 
Quartz Tempered 
Qualla Hatchered Rim - - Ii - - 74 74 
Triangle Incised Body - - 1 0 20 21 
Qualla Undetermined Rim - - - - 1 1 
Incised Body - - - - 7 7 
Qualla Corn Cob Rim - - 1 - - 1 
Impressed Body 1 - 14 - 8 23 
Qualla Cord Marked Rim 
Body - - 1 - - 1 
Pisgah Plain Rim 
Body - - 1 - - 1 
Pigeon Check Stamped Rim 
Body - - - - 2 2 
Pigeon Rectilinear Rim 
Complicated Stamped Body - - - - 1 1 
TABLE 15 (Continued) 
40MR2 40MR62 40MR2 40MR2 
1971 1972 1973 1974 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area F Area A Area C Area C Area C Total 
Quartz Tempered 
Residual Rim - 1 1 2 - 4 
Body 3 9 29 2 10 53 
Sand TemEered 
Plain Rim - - 2 - 13 15 
Body - - 3 - 9 12  
Connestee Plain Rim - - 4 - 1 5 
Body - - 151 5 6 162 
Connestee Cord Marked Rim - - 2 - - 2 
Body - - 23 1 2 26  
Connestee Simple Rim 
Stamped Body - - 11 - - 11 
Swift  Creek Complicated Rim 
Stamped Body - - 1 - - 1 
Residual Rim - - - - 8 8 
Body - 4 5 2 40 51 
TABLE 15  ( Continued) 
40MR2 40MR62 40MR2 40MR2 
1971  1972  197 3 1974 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area F · Area A Area C Area C 
-
Area C Total 
Limestone Tempered 
Plain Rim 1 - 7 2 20 30 
Body 9 - 163 8 44 224 
Cord Marked Rim - - - - 3 3 
Body 11  2 31 66 839 949 
Brushed Rim - - - 2 16 18 
Body - - - 3 35 38 
Cord Marked and Rim - - - - 2 2 
Brushed Body - - - - 3 3 
Bluff Creek Simple Rim 
Stamped Body - - 65  - 1 66 
Long Branch Fabric Rim 
Marked Body - - - - 2 2 
Incised Rim 
Body 1 - - - 2 3 . 
TABLE 15 (Continued) 
40MR2 40MR62 
1971 1972 
Ceramic Type Sherd Type Area F Area A Area C 
Limestone Temfered 
Residual Rim - - 4 
Body 9 5 555 
Mixed Tem£ered 
Clay - Sand - Rim - - -
Shell Tempered Body - - -
Plain 
Fatherland Incised Rim - - 4 
Body 1 - 19 
Limestone - Clay - Rim 
Quartz Tempered Body - - -
Plain 
Total 5 , 111 1 , 115 15 , 092 
40MR2 40MR2 
1973 1974 
Area C Area C 
- 31 
13 318 

















Historic Aboriginal Ceramic Variables and Samples 
Ceramic Type 
Overhill Plain 
Overhill Check Stamped 
Overhill Simple Stamped 
Overhill Complicated Stamped 
Overhill Incised 
Overhill Cob Marked 
Overhill Residual 
Qualla Plain 
Qualla Check Stamped 
Qualla Simple Stamped 
Qualla Complicated Stamped 
Qualla Incised 





































The only concentration of Early Woodland period ceramics at the 
site is in Area A at 40MR2, which is located on the first .river terrace 
(Figure 2, page 3) . In Area A . 5% of the ceramics are Watts Bar series 
and . 5% are Quartz Tempered Plain or Quartz Tempered Residual . No 
features are identified on the basis of ceramics as Early Woodland and 
most Watts Bar sherds were recovered _from the plow zone. 
Although small numbers of Middle and Late Woodland period sand 
and limestone tempered ceramics were recovered from most site areas, the 
greatest occurrences are in Areas H and K at 40MR2, and in Area C at 
40MR62. In Area H, limestone tempered types constitute 8 . 9% of the 
ceramic assemblage, and in Area K, limestone tempered sherds account 
for 18 . 8% of the whofe. Neither Area H nor Area K conta.ined many sand 
or quartz tempered Woodland types. In Area C, the ceramic sample is 
5 � 7% limestone tempered, . 2% quartz tempered, and 1 . 3% Connestee 
types. Area C ·contained the only concentration of Connestee ceramics 
found at the site. Areas H, K, and C are located near one another on ­
the second· river terrace . 
Mississippian period ceramics represent less than 1% of the total 
assemblage. The only r�cognized Mississippian occupation area - is in 
the vicinity of a wall trench structure uncovered in the 1939  excava­
tions at 40MR2. Little - is �nown about these shell tempered ceramics 
since most of the sherds were discarded following the 1939 ceramic 
analysis. Seven loop handles were saved and these are from a Hiwassee 
Island component. Also, 229 Shell Tempered Cord Marked sherds from 
1939 are probably Mississippian. The remaining Mississippian sherds 
are scattered throughout the site . These are 4 Hiwassee Island Red 
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Filmed, 16 Shell Tempered Cord Marked, 9 Shell Tempered Fabric Impressed, 
and 4 Pisgah Plain sherds. 
Ceramics from the historic Cherokee occupation account for approxi­
mately 96. 9% of the total ceramic assemblage. Together, they are the 
most numerous types in every excavation unit. Of the historic sherds, 
the Overhill series comprises 94. 9%, the Qualla series 1. 6%, and Father­
land Incised and other historic varieties . 4% of the site assemblage. 
The predominant ceramic types from the site belong to the Overhill 
series. Overhill Plain makes up approximately 85. 8% of the total site 
sample . Overhill Residual sherds represent 4. 1% of the assemblage and 
exhibit the same paste characteristics as Overhill Plain sherds . Shell 
Tempered Plain ceramics are included with the Overhill series. Most of 
the Shell Tempered Plain sherds, which constitute 3. 4% of the assemblage, 
were recovered and classified in 1939 before the Overhill series designa­
tion was utilized (Lewis and Kneberg 1939). Most were probably Overhill 
Plain . The Overhill stamped types comprise 1. 1%, and the remaining 
Overhill types . 5% of the site collection. 
The distribution of Overhill ceramics is fairly uniform. In all 
excavation areas except Area J, 40MR2, Overhill Plain and Overhill 
Residual represent 80% ,, or more of the sample. Overhill Check Stamped 
and Overhill Complicated Stamped are the second and third most numerous 
Overhill types, but no one area has a particularly dense concentration 
of these ceramics. The remaining Overhill types are also scattered 
among the various excavation areas . It is apparent that all excavated 
portions of the site were intensively occupied by the historic Overhill 
Cherokees. 
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Qualla series ceramics make up approximately 1. 6% of the total site 
assemblage. The s.eries is represented by 3. 6% Qualla Residual, 4 7. 5% 
Qualla Plain, 25. 5% Qualla Complicated Stamped, 7. 4% Qualla Simple Stamp­
ed, 7. 4% Qualla Check Stamped, 4. 5% Qualla Incised, and 2. 9% Qualla 
Residual Stamped. Stamped varieties constitute 43. 1% of the Qualla 
series sherds from the site. Qualla concentrations were located in 
Areas J, H, and D, and in Section 3 of the 1974 excavation area at 40MR.2 
(Figure 2, page 3). The Qualla sample from Area J is 26%, Area H is 
7. 3%, Area D is 4. 9%, and Section 3 is 6. 3%. 
Fatherland Incised is the third major historic ceramic classifi­
cation at Chota-Tanasee. It constitutes . 2% of the entire ceramic 
assemblage. The only concentration of this type was in the 1974 exca­
vations at 40MR2 in the vicinity of the townhouse. Two features in this 
area contained 31 and 196 Fatherland Incised sherds respectively . Other 
F�therland Incised ceramic� were scattered throughout the site. A 
globular necked water bottle similar to Fatherland ceramics was re­
covered in Area A, 40MR2 (King 1970 �53). Several mixed tempered sherds 
recovered in the 1969 and 1970 excavations may also be associated with 
the Fatherland ceramics. 
Historic Aboriginal Cetamic . Pattetning 
The principal focus of the Chota-Tanasee analysis has been the 
examination, definition, and explanation of the historic Overhill 
Cherokee occupation at the site. Because of the relatively brief and 
intensive occupation, the site offers an excellent opportunity for the 
study of morphological and spatial patterning of an historic aboriginal 
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ceramic assemblage. Therefore, a large sample of historic ceramics 
was selected for an independent distributional study. 
The distributional analysis had three main objectives. The first 
was the establishment of a pattern of occurrence among the historic 
ceramic types. The second was the examination of historic ceramic 
feature content to determine possible fea�ure patterning. Finally, 
because historic references establish separate towns of Chota and 
Tanasee, historic ceramics were examined to determine any recognizable 
temporal or cultural differences between the two towns. 
The principal reason for this analysis is to determine the charac� 
teristics of an eighteenth .century Overhill Cherokee ceramic assemblage. 
Individual sherds from the site have been quantified and described. 
The distributional analysis attempts to further qualify the occurrence 
of historic aboriginal ceramics at the site. Historic sherds are 
examined not as individual units , but as assemblages from features. In 
this context, ceramics are evaluated in spatial terms. 
The historic aboriginal ceramic sample selected for the study was 
recovered from 114 features in Area C at 40MR62 and from 149 features 
from a 60, 000 square foot portion of the 1974 excavatia.n at 40MR2 com­
prising Sections 1 through 6. A total of 50, 897 sherds was included. 
They represent 14 historic ceramic types from the Overhill � Qualla, and 
Fatherland series (Table 16) . 
The first method utilized in �he analysis is the SPSS (PA 1) 
factoring method without iteration (Nie et. al. 1975). The objective 
of this principal component procedure is to measure variability represen­
ted between the feature assemblages and the degree of occurrence of the 
particular 14 historic ceramic types or variables. The procedure 
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produces an orthoganal, varimax rotated principal factor solution with­
out iteration and constructs a varimax rotated factor matrix composed 
of components with an eigenvalue greater than or equal to 1. 0 
The initial data set for the principal component analysis consists 
of 2,264 frequency of occurrence scores. These scores reflect ' the 
number of each . of the 14 ceramic types in each of the 263 feature 
assemblages. The scores are adjusted to lesson the effects of widely 
differing feature ceramic assemblage sizes upon the study. This adjust­
ment was accomplished by dividing the number of a ceramic type in 
each feature by the total number of that type in the entire collection. 
The frequency of occurrence scores therefore are the proportion of 
a ceramic type from the total assemblage found in the individual feature. 
Results of the principal component analysis indicate patterns 
of variation and correlation among the historic ceramic types. Five 
factors were defined at the 1. 0 eigenvalue level. They account for 
66. 8% of the cumulative variance present in the historic ceramic assem­
blage. The varimax rotated factor matrix (Table 17) indicates the 
levels of association among the 14 ceramic types on the basis of their 
proportional representation within the individual 263 feature assem­
blages. The degrees . of relationship between the ceramic variables are 
designated by their factor loadings. 
Isolated high factor loadings delineate ceramic types which are 
correlated and account for the majority of the variance represented 
by each factor. Examination of the factor loadings indicates distinct 
patterns of occurrence in the historic ceramic artifacts in the features 
based on their series classification. The Overhill series accounts for 
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most of the variance in factors 1 and 4. Qualla series ceramics have 
high factor loadings in factors 3 and S.  Fatherland Incised is highly 
correlated with Overhill types in factor 1, but has a low or negative 
correlation with Qualla types in all factors. Only in factor 2 are 
Qualla and Overhill types highly correlated. 
Factor loadings indicate that the Overhill and Fa�herland series, 
and the Qualla series had distinctly different patterns of occurrence 
within the 263 features used for the historical distributional analysis. 
Factor 1 represents the largest percentage of variance and shows a very 
high loading for Overhill Plain, Overhill Incised, Overhill Residual, 
and Fatherland Incised. The high correlation of these types is probably 
due to the large number of Overhill Plain and Overhill Residual sherds 
in the sample. Fatherland Incised co-occurs with the Overhill types 
and has a low or negative correlation with Qualla types, probably 
because the Overhill types have a much larger representation in the 
sample than all Qualla sherds combined . Therefore, the probability that 
Fatherland sherds would occur with Overhill Plain ceramics is higher 
than with any other ceramic type at the· site. The second largest per­
centage of variance is represented in factor 2. High loadings in factor 
2 are for Overhill Simple S tamped and Qualla Simple Stamped. Factor 2 
is the only factor in which the Overhill and Qualla series are highly 
correlated. The total number of these ceramics is small. Their high 
degree of association is probably attributable to 37. 7% of these sherds 
from the sample being found in Feature 566 in Section 3 of the 1974 
excavations and 54. 7% from Feature 493.  Factor 3 contains high loadings 
for the maj ority of the Qualla types. The representation of Qualla 
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series sherds in the various features was small. In most instances, 
where Qualla· ceramics occurred , they represented less than 5% of the 
assemblage. The loadings in factor;t' indicate that , although small 
in number, Qualla ceramic types display a distinct pattern of co­
occurrence in the feature assemblages. Factor 4 contains high loadings 
for Overhill Check Stamped and Overhill Complicated Stamped types. It 
is not understood why these types did not correlate highly with Over­
hill Plain and Overhill Residual types in factor 1. However, Overhill 
Simple Stamped in factor 2 also failed to correlate with Overhill Plain 
ceramics. This indicates a distinctly different occurrence pattern 
between Overhill stamped types and Overhill Plain ceramics. Factor 5 
indicates that the Qualla Incised type fails to correlate significantly 
with any other ceramic. type. This is probably because 53 . 6% of the 
Qualla Incised type used in this study came from Feature 558 in Section 
3 of the 1974 excavations. 
The factor analysis demonstrated that distinct recognizable 
patt�rns of ceramic occurrence were located at the site. Factor 
loadings indicate a difference on the basis of ceramic series affilia­
tion. Overhill and Qualla sherds are clearly defined as occurring 
differently by the analysis. The high loading for Fatherland Incised 
sherds in factor 1 definitely associates the occurrence of the series 
at the site with Overhill ceramics more so than with Qualla ceramics 
which are negatively associated with Fatherland sherds in factor 3. 
The systematic differentiation of ceramic ser�es within features 
suggests that there were attendant cultural differences pertaining to 
the production, utilization, and disposal of the three historic series 
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at the site. The exact nature of these proposed cultural differences 
has not been determined in this study. 
Ceramics at Chota-Tanasee from the Overhill, Qualla, and Fatherland 
series are considered to have been produced by three different cultural 
groups (Egloff 1962, Lewis and Kneberg 1946, Quimby 1942). Patterns 
in their distribution and occurrence in features have been recognized 
above and are attributed to possible cultural differences. The factor 
analysis does not, however, indicate how the features themselves are 
associated or distributed in terms of their similarity or . differences 
in ceramic assemblages. A cluster analysis procedure was employed to 
examine the possible interrelationships of the feature assem�lages. The 
procedure chosen is the hierarchical grouping analysis (Veldman 196 7 :  
308-317). 
The clustering analysis divided the 263 assemblages into groups 
of features in order to determine patterns of co11DI1on feature character­
istics. Among the feature characteristics examined were morphological 
type, volume, proximity to structures, ceramic assemblage size, and 
ceramic and dated European artifact content. Features were also checked 
to see if there were any recognizable feature clusters which differen­
tiated Chota from Tanasee. 
The results of the analysis indicate that when the clustering 
procedure reduced the representative assemblages to twenty groups, the 
error level rose to an unacceptable level. Beyond this error level 
feature assemblages were forced into clusters with little vali�ity or 
meaning. 
The· examination of the characteristics of the resulting clusters 
yielded no recognizable pattern . No pattern of dissimilarity was 
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observed to occur between the assemblages at Chota and Tanasee. Instead, 
historic aboriginal ceramics from both areas have a similar uniform 
distribution within features. This distribution indicates no ceramic 
evidence for the temporal or cultural separation of the two towns. 
Results of the Chota-Tanasee aboriginal ceramic analysis agree 
with what is known historically about the site. Ceramics indicate a 
rather brief intensive historic Overhill Cherokee occupation. Ceramic 
types, or their pattern ·of occurrence within features, vary little 
between different excavation areas. Much ·of this uniformity ·is 
attributable to the preponderance of Overhill Plain ceramics in the 
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